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PREFATORY NOTE.

The present little book, which is issued only in English, is an

extract of a work on German Education, that has been edited by me,

in conjunction with a large number of collaborators, for the International

Exhibition in St. Louis, at the suggestion and with the support of

the Prussian Minister of Education.*) The work is dedicated to

His Majesty the Emperor, and treats, in four volumes divided into

six sections, of the Universities, the Secondary Schools, Elementary

Education, the Technical High Schools, the High Schools for Special

Subjects, and the Intermediate and Lower Technical Institutions.

For further information on the subject the original work may be

consulted.

Some parts are a close translation of the corresponding chapters

of Dr. v. Gizycki (A General View of the Elementary Schools) and

of those of Professor von Dyck (Technical High Schools).

Gottingen, March 1904.

W. Lexis.

Das Unterrichtswesen im Deutschen Reich. Berlin, A. Asher & Co. 1904. 4 Bde.

14274:?
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I. UNIVERSITIES.

1. A Short View of the Historical Development of the

German Universities with special Reference to their

Connection with Scientific Knowledge.

The following pages are intended to give a brief outline of the

development of the German Universities, chiefly with reference to

scientific knowledge and methods of instruction, to impart which

forms indeed their essential function.

Division of the History of the German Universities. -

The division of the History of the Universities, as based on their con-

nection with science and scientific research, presents, naturally, two

large sections. The first and larger of these embraces the time of

their rise in the 12th century to the beginning of the 17th century;

the second comprises the 18th and 19th centuries. During the first

period the Universities were, in the first place, schools that were

made subservient to the handing down and acquirement of a fixed

fund of scientific knowledge. In those schools the ancient philosophy

and science, since the 16th century the whole literature and mental

culture of classical antiquity, were admitted and digested. In the

second period, the Universities, especially those in Germany, have

become the chief bearers of the fully and independently developed

modern philosophy and science.

Each of those two larger periods falls again into two sub-

divisions, so that we obtain the following fourfold partition.

First Period. The Middle Ages. - - Growing up on the

soil of the universal Church and its spiritual life, the Universities, in

this period, reduce the western world to the formative discipline of

Greek philosophy and science, especially of the Aristotelian system.

1



2 Universities.

Further, they promote the thorough scientific organisation of the

church-doctrine and of the ecclesiastical law, and bring about a

knowledge of Roman law and ancient medicine.

Second Period. The 16th and 17th Centuries. This is the

period of transition between the Middle Ages and modern times: the

16th century, the time of the Renaissance and Reformation, the 17th

century, that of the rise of the modern state and society, and at the

same time of modern philosophy and natural science.

In the movements of the 16th century the Universities take a

considerable part, not equally so in those of the 17th century: the

new philosophy and natural science were not born within their

walls. The result was that they remained behind the time and fell

into discredit.

Third Period. The 18th Century. - - This is the period of

the reception of modern philosophy and science by the German Uni-

versity, at the same time the period of transition from the old principle

of the obligatory standard of instruction to the principle of liberty of

thought and teaching. The incentive to independent thinking and

the fructification with philosophical ideas appeared prominently in

the teaching as the highest task. The German University, in this

period, had obtained the lead, not only in the mental life of the

nation, but at the same time in the development of University
affairs of the whole European world.

Fourth Period. The 19th Century. -- This is the period of

the advance of the single branches of learning, and of the organi-

sation of scientific research. The research in the field of natural

science and of history is emancipated from all philosophical or

theological dogmatism, so as to gather and work up facts by in-

dividual labour. In this the German University maintains the lead,

it attracts investigators, disciplines the various forces, and organises
labour. In its teaching this change appears prominently in the

development of the seminary system; to induce the student to take an

independent part in the scientific work, is considered to be the chief

task of the teacher.



Present Organisation of the German Universities.

2. A short View of the Present Organisation of the

German Universities.

1. The German Universities are exclusively state institutions.

It is true, there would be no obstacles in the way of establishing, on

the part of municipalities or of private founders, colleges after the

model of Universities, but such institutions would not have the

prerogatives bestowed on the Universities by law of the States or

of the Empire, unless they acquired them by special concession.

The granting of academical degrees by no means forms the most im-

portant of these rights; it is of far greater significance that for appoint-

ments in the Church*), for employment in judicial and the higher ad-

ministrative and educational functions, for admission as barrister, for

the practice of* medicine (on the basis of imperial legislation), a

course of study at a German University is prescribed as a necessary

condition.

The Universities possess the personal legal rights of public

law; as is expressly stated in the Prussian common-law, they have

the rights of privileged corporations. Their inner administration has

been regulated, for each University and its faculties, by sovereign

privileges and statutes, dating from very various times, and by sup-

plementary ministerial decrees.

All the Universities possess considerable assets, in the shape of

buildings, collections, etc., besides endowments for the purpose of

bursaries or for the provision of the families of deceased professors.

But only a few, like that of Greifswald, possess property that yields

considerable revenues, from which a large part of the costs of

maintenance is defrayed. Others receive subsidies from independent

public funds, that are devoted to special purposes, as for example

Gottingen, from the Hannoverian monastic funds. As their own

earnings we may also mention the proceeds arising from the clinical

hospitals, and from certain fees or charges. By far the larger

portion, however, of the total University expenses, is covered by
direct State subsidies.

*) Only for the training of Roman Catholic priests, there are, in addition to the

theological faculties, institutions in the enjoyment of rights equal to those of the former.

1*



4 Universities.

2. The chief representative of the University is the Rector, or

in some Universities the Prorector, especially where the reigning

Sovereign, or, as in Gottingen, a Prince of the Royal House occupies

the honorary position of Rector magnificentissimus. The Rector or

managing Prorector is elected, by a process differing in the various

Universities, by the total number of the ordinary professors (in

Go'ttingen by a general meeting embracing also the extraordinary

professors). He is chosen from their midst for one year, but the

election requires to be confirmed by the ruling Sovereign. The

Rector directs the current business and presides at the meetings of

the Senate and of the various committees. In most Universities the

Senate is composed, in addition to the Rector, of the latter's im-

mediate predecessor, of the Deans of Faculties, of the Senators specially

elected for one year by the ordinary professors, and of the University

judge.

3. The Universities are divided, according to the chief branches

of learning cultivated in them, into Faculties, the number of which,
as is well known, was originally four, but is, at the present time,

larger in several Universities, whereas Minister exceptionally possesses

only three faculties. In four Universities (Bonn, Breslau, Tubingen,

Strassburg) Protestant and Roman Catholic theological faculties exist

side by side, while in Minister, Munich, Wiirzburg and Freiburg only
Roman Catholic, and in the other Universities only Protestant theo-

logical faculties are found. From the philosophical faculty an in-

dependent one combining mathematics and natural science has

branched off in Tubingen, Strassburg and Heidelberg, and in

Tubingen, besides, a faculty of political science. In Munich, likewise,

exists a special faculty of political economy. In Strassburg a faculty
of law and political science combined was established in 1872, in-

stead of the faculty of law; the same was done in Minister in 1902,

and in Wurzburg and Freiburg the faculty of law has been trans-

formed into one of law and political science combined.

The faculties, in a narrower sense, are composed of the ordinary

professors that belong to them, but, in a wider sense, of the total

number of teachers and students of the respective branches of

learning. The faculties superintend the instruction in their respective

subjects, and are responsible for its regular operation and com-

pleteness. In the case of a vacancy of a chair they are allowed,

partly by transmitted custom, partly by explicit regulations in their

statutes, to propose to the Government persons fit and proper for
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the succession. The admission of ,,Privatdocents", in accordance with

the regulations for qualification, is likewise the business of the facul-

ties. Also the bestowal of academical degrees, although it takes

place under the authority of the whole University, is exclusively a

matter of the faculties. For conducting its business each faculty

elects for one year a Dean from its members. The election has to

be communicated to the Ministry.

The teaching-staff of the University is composed of ordinary

professors, honorary professors, extraordinary professors, ,,privat-

docents", and lecturers (lectors), to whom must be added technical

teachers and instructors of bodily exercises. In several Universities

also ,,commissioned teachers" are employed, who do not belong to

the academical staff, and, as a rule, are admitted only for such sub-

jects as are not represented in the ordinary curriculum.

4. The ordinary professors are appointed by the reigning

Sovereign, on a motion of the Ministry, who, as a rule, take into con-

sideration the -proposals of the faculty. They are government

officials, but in many respects occupy a special position. They form

the real permanent teaching-staff of the University, and, as a rule,

they alone have the right of voting, as occasion presents itself. From

their midst also proceeds the representative, whom, according to the

current constitutional regulations, the Universities delegate to the Diet

of their State.

Each ordinary professor receives a teaching commission for a

definite subject, but is entitled to deliver lectures on any subject

within the scope of his faculty, and according to the statutes of

some Universities, also on all branches of study that belong to other

faculties. As a rule, he is explicitly bound only to announce a public

(gratis) lecture or a gratis series of exercises as a special course

(privatissimum) and a private lecture. The public lectures, which in

older times formed the chief duty of the professors, are now-a-days

delivered mostly in only one or two weekly hours.

The income of the professors, arising from their appointments,

is regulated in a manner entirely different from that which prevails

for other officials. In addition to a fixed salary they draw a hono-

rarium for their private lectures, and fees for graduation and other

examinations. As Rector and as Dean they have, besides, special

sources of income.

The payment of the ordinary professors was rearranged in

Prussia in the year 1897, on the principle of increase through length
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of service. In Berlin the salary starts at 4800 M., in the other Uni-

versities at 4000 M., and rises in the former University by six, in the

others by five four-yearly stages up to 7200 and 6000 M. respectively.

In addition the professors receive an allowance for house-rent, which

for Berlin amounts to 900 M., for the other Universities to 600 or

540 M., according to the size of the town. There further exists a

fund at the disposal of the Minister, amounting to 175000 M.

a year, out of which additional personal payments are

made to specially distinguished teachers and investigators, more

particularly on the occasion of a call to another University. The so-

called normal maximum (in Berlin 9400 M., in the other Universities

7800 M., besides allowance for house-rent) may, however, be exceeded

only by royal sanction.

5. With respect to the fees derived from lectures, a reform has

been introduced in Prussia in 1897, by which it has been legally en-

acted that the honororia of the salaried*) (ordinary and extraordinary)

professors, in so far as, after deducting the questorial expenses, they

exceed 3000 M., in Berlin 4500 M., shall flow into the public treasury

to the extent of one half. For professors already in function before

that date, this regulation applies only by their own consent. It has

been further enacted that these deductions from honoraria shall be

collected into a special fund of expenditure, out of which are paid

yearly allowances to salaried (ordinary and extraordinary) professors

with inconsiderable incidental emoluments. By a clause in the state

budget of 1902 the employment of this fund has been more precisely

defined to the effect that the honoraria and other incidental emolu-

ments rated under this head especially graduation fees shall be

supplemented to the amount of 800 M., and that the remaining portion

of the fund may be employed for special allowances to professors

for a definite time, as a guarantee of fixed receipts of honoraria in

the case of calls, and up to the amount of 20000 M. for the

support of University teachers of every category.

With respect to the amount of the separate fees, it has been

enacted, in the year 1898, in Prussia, that the rates hitherto levied

(for lectures without experiments usually 5 M. per weekly hour) shall

not be exceeded. In most other Universities a maximum has like-

wise been fixed. Impecunious students are allowed to postpone pay-

*) salaried = etatsmassig, literally ,,budgetary", whose salary is allowed for in the

budget (Note of the translator).
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ment of fees for a number of years in some Universities, in the

others (in Prussia only in Marburg) payment is remitted entirely, or

to the extent of one half.

6. Among the extraordinary professors a distinction is made

between salaried and unsalaried*) ones. The former are appointed

permanently at a fixed salary, and are employed, partly to complete

the instruction in the chief branches of study, partly to represent those

subjects for which as yet no ordinary professorship exists in the re-

spective Universities or elsewhere.

The unsalaried extraordinary professors draw no stipend, but

some have a teaching commission, and receive in that case a remuner-

ation. Formerly the nomination to an unpaid extraordinary pro-

fessorship was made as an encouragement and recognition of a

,,privatdocent" who had proved efficient. In Prussia, however, in

more recent times, such nominations have become more and more

rare, and successful ,,privatdocents", as a rule, now simply receive

the title of professor.

7. The salaried (ordinary and extraordinary) professors are not

subject in Prussia to the regulations for superannuation that apply

to other officials, but, in case of incapacity for professional duties,

they are dispensed from delivering lectures with continuance of full

salary, as well as of allowance for house-rent and of a share in the

fees of the faculty. This favoured position is partly due to the fact

that a portion of the official income of the professors consists of

college fees, which cease with the discontinuance of actual teaching.

In Jena and Rostock the professors are in the same position. In

Leipzig the professors can be pensioned at their own request, and

the amount of pension is, in that case, fixed by an arrangement be-

tween the Ministry and the petitioner. In Strassburg a retirement

from active teaching takes place, which the professor can demand

when he has reached the age of 65, or when he is deprived of the

management of his institute. He then retains his proper salary, but

with a deduction of the allowance, amounting to one fifth or one

sixth. In Bavaria, Wiirttemberg, Baden, and Hessen, the same re-

gulations as to superannuation apply to professors as to other officials.

In Bavaria the college fees are, in that case, considered as

Additional receipts", and hence the rate of pension is increased in

the first official decade by one seventh, in the second by one eigth.

*) Vide Note above (Note of the translator).
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However, superannuation takes place, as a fact, only at the desire

of the person concerned. In the case of Tubingen, in the computation

of the pension, 2000 M. are counted in addition to the salary, as a

compensation for the college fees, but the pension may not exceed

the maximum of 6000 M.

8. With respect to the provision for the families of deceased

salaried professors, there still exist, dating from former times, in the

Prussian Universities, widow-funds, partly with considerable capital;

but since 1889 no further contributions have been levied on members, but

the state adds to the revenues of the capital a sum sufficient to

allow payment of the fixed pensions of widows and orphans. These

pensions, without regard to the duration of office of the deceased,

amount for the widow of an ordinary professor to 1650 M., for one

of an extraordinary professor to 1300 M., for the eldest child (up to

its twenty-first completed year or till marriage) to 480 M., for each

successive one to 300 M.; for one orphaned of both parents to

720 M., for each successive one to 480 M.

Also in the other Universities regulations exist for the provision

for the families of deceased professors.

9. With respect to their disciplinary relations, the professors of

the German Universities are subject to the regulations applicable to

other officials in their State.

10. The ,,privatdocents" are teachers who, after complying with

certain regulations, are admitted to independent function, under the

authority of and in the University. They may not only make use of

the rooms of the University, but their lectures, attended by students,

count for the latter in the same manner as those delivered by an

ordinary professor. They also draw college fees in the same way as

the professors, but in Prussia, when the amount should exceed the

fixed limits, they would of course not be liable to the deduction or-

dained for the salaried professors. Sometimes they receive a teaching

commission and, in that case, also a remuneration, but they have no

claim to such a privilege, of which they can again at any time be

deprived. In the Prussian and also in some other Universities,

,,privatdocents" can also receive bursaries. In the Prussian educational

estimates 60000 M. are set apart for this purpose. Each single one

shall not receive more than a total of 6000 M., and this sum is, as a

rule, spread over five years. When the official labours of the

,,privatdocent" prove satisfactory, he receives, in Prussia, from the

Minister, after some years, the title of professor, without passing
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thereby, as in the case of appointment to unpaid extraordinary pro-

fessor, into another category of University teachers.

The admission of a ,,privatdocent", on the basis of the fulfilment

of habitation depends, in Prussia, merely on the faculty. The latter

has only to forward a communication to the Minister, and to add

particulars as to the career, the course of study, and the scientific

labours of the new teacher. The candidate, however, has to ac-

company his application to the faculty with a certificate from the

Curatorium that there are no objections to his habilitation. In other

states the nomination rests with the Ministry, or even with the

reigning Sovereign. They have nowhere the position of officials,

but are nevertheless subject to the disciplinary power of the faculty

and other courts, and especially in the case of a breach of duty or

reprehensible conduct, they can be deprived of the venia legendi.

The regulations as to disciplinary proceedings were formerly also

different, according to the statutes of the single faculties of the

Prussian Universities; now, however, they are uniformly defined by
the law of June the 17th 1898, and in such a manner, namely, that

the law of July the 21st 1852, as to the professional breaches of the

non-judicial officials, together with the alterations according to the

law of April the 9th 1879, in a number of its paragraphs, applies also

to ,,privatdocents", ,,when they act contrary to the duties imposed on

them by their position, or when, by their conduct in and outside

their profession, they prove unworthy of the esteem, consideration,

or confidence required by their position". The disciplinary penalties

are regulatory punishments, and deprivation of the character as

,,privatdocent". The deciding disciplinary authority in the first in-

stance is the faculty. Against their decision recourse may be had to

appeal to the Ministry of State, which can form its resolution only

after receipt of the report of the disciplinary court.

When one wishes to habilitate in the Roman Catholic theological

faculties, he requires, for this purpose, also the consent of his

bishop. With respect to the requirements for habilitation, they

consist, fairly uniformly, in the possession by the candidate of the

doctors degree of the faculty concerned, or, as theologian, at least

that of the licenciate degree; further in the submission of a scientific

essay as subject of habilitation, and in a specimen lecture in the

faculty, which is followed by an oral examination in his subject,

under the name of colloquium. The application for habilitation is ad-

missible only two or three years after the time prescribed for Uni-
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versity studies; the medical faculties demand besides the production

of qualification as physician.

The right of the ,,privatdocent" of delivering lectures extends

only to the subjects for which he has qualified himself. In some

Universities the ,,privatdocents" are obliged to announce in each

semester a course of lectures or of exercises. In the Prussian Uni-

versities this is not the case; here also they do not require, as the

professors do, any permission to absent themselves for more than

three days from the University town, but they have to give intimation

of the fact to the Rector and to the Dean. When the ,,privatdocent"

has announced no lecture for two semesters, after having been called

upon to do so, his rights, in the Prussian Universities, are suspended,

in others they are cancelled altogether.

1 1 . The lecturers (lectors) are originally teachers of modern

languages, who have to impart a more scholastic, practical instruction.

In more recent times their functions have frequently assumed a more

scientific form, so that they are employed to complete the instruction

of the respective ordinary professors. They are appointed by the

Minister, not permanently, but mostly only for a short time, with the

possibility of continuance, and hence also they receive no salary, but

only a remuneration, and also fees
fo^rVjaeir private lectures. In some

Universities there are also teachers oAjmore technical subjects, such

as stenography, who are likewise termlA lecturers (lectors). Music

and drawing are not uncommonly represented by teachers with the

rank of extraordinary professors.

The assistants have no independer^ tutorial functions, but are

only subsidiary organs of the professor. MYet, occasionally, they are

entrusted, in the seminaries, under thejfauthority of the professor,

with conducting exercises for beginners.

As so-called teachers of bodily exercises (Exerzitienmeister)
there are, in all the Universities, fencing masters, in most of them also

riding and dancing masters.

12. Only those persons who have matriculated are considered

as students, properly so called, of the Universities. In addition there

are authorised hearers and temporary auditors, who have been ad-

mitted by the Rector to attend lectures with the consent of the

teacher. The normal qualification for immatriculation is the possession
of a leaving-certificate of a higher educational institution with nine

classes. Formerly, in ,most Universities, only those who had obtained

a leaving-certificate of a Gymnasium were entitled to full immatricu-
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lation. Since 1901, in Prussia, those with leaving-certificates of a

German Realgymnasium and of a Prussian Higher Realschule, or of a

German one that is on an equal footing with the latter, are admitted,

not only to the study of all the branches of higher instruction, but also

to enter into the faculty of law, when it is left to their own respon-

sibility to acquire the necessary knowledge of the classical languages.

The regulation of the medical examination is an imperial concern, and

was lastly effected by a resolution of the Federal Council of May
the 28th 1901. According to this, the leaving-certificate also of a

German Realgymnasium is recognised for the whole Empire as suf-

ficient for admission to the study of medicine, so that a knowledge
of Greek is no longer unconditionally demanded. Those, however,

who possess only the leaving-certificate of a Higher Realschule

cannot be admitted, without further preliminaries, to the medical exa-

mination, nor can they, in Prussia, at once be enrolled in the medical

faculties, but they must, in a previous supplementary examination,

give evidence of possessing a knowledge of Latin, to the extent re-

quired of the pupils of a Realgymnasium. Only for the study of

theology, Protestant as well as Roman Catholic, the leaving-certificate

of a classical Gymnasium continues to be, also in Prussia, a ne-

cessary condition.

In addition to the full immatriculation, there is a so-called ,,little"

immatriculation, for which no leaving-certificate is required, but only

some other kind of evidence of the existence of an education

sufficient for following the lectures.

Foreigners can matriculate in all the faculties, on showing

sufficient previous schooling. Certain classes of persons, namely
state and municipal officials, and people engaged in business, cannot

matriculate at all, but may be admitted as temporary hearers. In

Baden and Bavaria, women in possession of a leaving-certificate can

matriculate on an equal footing with the male students.

13. In addition to the fees for private lectures, the students

have to pay certain contributions, that flow into the University treasury,

such as lecture-room fees, contributions to institutes (to be discharged

by those who make use of the government institutes for medicine

and natural science), payments for practical experiments (levied for

those exercises which, on the part of those that share in them, entail

a consumption of materials at the charge of the University). For

these (usually moderate) contributions no delay or remission of pay-

ment, as in the case of lecture fees, is allowable. For indigent
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students there exist bursaries, in many Universities in large numbers,

derived from considerable endowments. Boarding establishments for

students are found in the Roman Catholic theological faculties, not

as actual University institutions, but as episcopal boarding seminaries.

In Tubingen there is also a Protestant theological boarding

establishment, the celebrated ecclesiastical foundation (Stift).

In order to encourage the students to make scientific investi-

gations of their own, prize-essays are proposed by all the faculties.

The prizes are partly provided by the government, partly based on

endowments.

The usual exit from the University takes place by exmatriculation,

together with the granting of a certificate of leaving. As a penal

measure, removal from the University (consilium abeundi) and entire

exclusion from University studies (Relegation) are sometimes resorted

to. In most Universities a six-monthly voluntary absence from the

University town entails loss of academical citizenship. Whoever does

not engage himself, in one semester, for at least one private lecture,

loses this semester of his course, and can also be struck off the list

of students, or removed from the University by disciplinary process.

14. To a certain extent, the obtaining of the academical degree
constitutes the theoretical conclusion of the University course. In

Germany such degrees have now a practical importance only for

those who intend to devote themselves to an academical career, as

the examinations appertaining thereto do not possess, as in France

and other countries, at the same time, the validity of state examinations

for the entrance into a learned profession. One can become a

clergyman, a judge, a barrister, a physician, a higher-school teacher,

without possessing an academical title. Only in the case of some

professions not regulated by the State, as, for instance, in that of a

technical chemist, the acquirement of the doctor's degree serves as

evidence of scientific schooling. For the rest, the large number ol

graduations, which still take place every year, is explained by the

consideration which the title enjoys of old in public estimation, and

by the wide-spread partiality in Germany for titles in general, among
physicians also by the endeavour to be marked off from quacks.

Only in the theological faculties there are still two academical degrees,
the lower one of licenciate, and the higher one of doctor. In the

others only the doctor's degree has been retained, and the prelimi-

nary grade of ,,magister liberalium artium", which still occurs in

more recent times in the philosophical faculty, has now likewise en-
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tirely disappeared. In Bonn, it is true, there still exists an exami-

nation for ,,Magister", side by side with the proper doctor's examination,

but it is inseparably connected with the latter, and cannot be passed

alone.

The degree of licenciate suffices, in the theological faculties,

also for habilitation as ,,privatdocent". The dignity of doctor is

mostly bestowed in them only honoris causa, i. e. without examination

or fees, on recognised scholars, or other men of distinguished merit.

Matters of graduation are regulated, partly by the statutes of the

separate faculties, partly by dispositions specially sanctioned by the

Ministry. Only a few decades ago the abuse existed it some faculties

of making the aquirement of the doctor's degree excessively easy, so

that the payment of the required fees appeared almost the chief

business. In some, graduation ,,in absentia" was permissible, namely,

without oral examination, and merely in virtue of a dissertation that

was forwarded, but did not require to be printed. In others only an

oral examination was required, others again, it is true, demanded

moreover a written essay, but not its publication in print. With re-

ference also to the previous schooling of the candidates, the require-

ments were partly insufficient. In more recent times essential re-

forms have been carried out in this respect, especially by the endeav-

ours of the Prussian educational administration, which has brought

about agreements with the governments of the other Federal States as

to certain minimum requirements for graduation. A doctor's title that

has not been obtained in virtue of an oral examination and of a

printed dissertation, is not recognised at all in Prussia. These con-

ditions are now also enforced by almost all the faculties outside

Prussia, only by a few still with admission of exceptions. Likewise,

not only almost all Prussian faculties, but also most of the non-

Prussian ones, demand unconditionally the certificate of maturity of

a school with nine classes. In recent times, however, the number of

admissions from the Realgymnasium and the Higher Realschule, apart

from those from the Gymnasium, has continually increased.

The customary formal ceremony of graduation, with public dis-

putation, common in former times, has been abolished in most of the

Universities.
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3. Statistical Summaries.

1. University of Berlin (Prussia).

(Founded 1809.)

Number of Teachers.

Semester
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Number of others admitted to Attendance on Lectures.

Semester
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2. University of Bonn (Prussia).

(Founded 1818.)

Number of Teachers.

Semester
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Number of others admitted to hear Lectures.

Semester
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3. University of Breslau (Prussia).

(Founded originally 1702, reconstituted 1811.)

Number of Teachers

Semester
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Number of others admitted to hear Lectures
S. 1903: 157 61 i) W. 1901/2: 188 791)
W. 1902/3: 243 1141) s. 1901: 141 461)
S. 1902: 154 651) w. 1900/1: 177 691)

Total of Receipts of the University :

~i i

;

From private I

From private
|

Earnings

(Hospitals,
Endowments

State

Allowance
Total
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Number of Matriculated Students.
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Ordinary Receipts and Expenditure of the University.

Financial Year
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Number of Matriculated Students.

Semester
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Total of Ordinary Expenditure.
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Total of Receipts of the University.
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Number of Matriculated Students.

Semester
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'I' i t u 1 of Receipts of the University.

Financial Year
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Number of Matriculated Students. 1
)

Semester
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Receipts of the University.

Financial Year
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Number of Matriculated Students.

29
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Total of Ordinary Expenditure in Marks.
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Number of Students according to Faculties.

31

Semester
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11. University of Munich (Bavaria >.

(Founded 1472 at Ingolstadt, transferred to Munich 1826.J

Number of Teachers.

Semester Ordinary
Professors

Extra-

ordinary

Professors

Privatdocents

with title

and rank of Honorary Privat- Lecturers

Extra- Professors
,

docents (Lectors,)

ordinary
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Number of Students according to Faculties.

33

Semester
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12. University of Wiirzburg (Bavaria).

(Founded 1402, renewed 1582.)

Number of Teachers.
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Number of Students in the Several acuities.
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13. University of Erlangen (Bavaria).

(Founded 1743.)

Number of Teachers.

Semester
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Receipts, of the University in Marks.

37
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Number of Others admitted to attend Lectures.

S. 1903 520 \V. 1901/02 .... 399

W. 1902/03 .... 534 S. 1901 207

S. 1902 439 W. 1900/01 .... 329

Number of Students in

S. 1903 .
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Ertraordinary Expenses in the last 25 Years (18781902): 14169174,81 M. for

University Buildings, of which 1 1 337 706,57 M. were defrayed by the State Treasury,
and 2 831 468,24 M. from University funds.

15. University of Tubingen (Wlirttemberg).
(Founded 1477.)

Number of Teachers.

Semester
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Number of others admitted te hear Lectures: S. 1903: 40, W. 1902/03: 40,

S. 1902: 28, W. 1901/02: 37, S. 1901: 32, \V. 1900/01: 26.

Number of Women admitted: S. 1903: 5, \V. 1902/03: 3, S. 1902: 2,

W. 1901/02: 2, S. 1901: 4, W. 1900/01: 1.

Total of Receipts of the University.

Financial

Year
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Number of Matriculated Students.

41

Semester
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Total of Receipts of the University
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Number of Students according to Faculties.

43

Semester
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18. University of Giessen (Hesse).

(Founded 1607.)

Number of Students in

Semester
Prot.

Rom.-

Cath.

Theology
Theology

Veterinary ^ ph -_
Architec-

Law Medicine
Science

losophical
ture

Faculty
among

these these

S. 1903
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Receipts and Expenditure of the University of Giessen 1882 1903.
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20. University of Rostock (Mecklenburg-Schwerin).
(Foundet 1419.)

Number of Teachers.
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Total of Receipts of the University,

Financial Year
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Total Number of Students according to Faculties in all the (22)

Universities of the German Empire*).

Semester
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honoraria for lectures; nor have the faculties the right of conferring

degrees. The number of students averages about 50, the yearly

estimates of expenditure amount to 62321 M.

Further there exist in Prussia seven Episcopal Seminaries

(in Fulda, Paderborn, Pelplin, Posen, Trier, Limburg, Osnabriick),

that have the character of Roman Catholic theological faculties, and

in which the clergy of the respective dioceses can carry on their

studies. Outside Prussia such Clerical Seminaries" are found

also in Mainz and Metz.

In Bavaria, besides the two Rom. Cath. theological faculties

in Munich and Wiirzburg, there are five (formerly six) governmental
and one episcopal Rom. Cath. theological Lyceum.

2. The ,,Kaiser-Wilhelms-Academy" in Berlin is devoted

to the training of army-surgeons. The number of students admitted

into the institution is 300. They receive free lodging and a monthly

allowance; they attend the lectures in the University, like other

medical students, but receive in addition repetitive instruction in the

most important subjects.

3. The ,,Royal Academy" in Posen, opened in 1903, is not

intended specially for the tuition of young people, but arranges lec-

tures and exercises for a wider circle, besides scientific extension-

courses for physicians, lawyers, officers, etc. For the winter semester

of 1903/04, 1148 hearers were enrolled, with a total of 88 weekly
hours of lecturing.

4. Scientific Institutions and Lectures in Hamburg. -

The directors of the Hamburg scientific institutions (town library, bo-

tanical garden, observatory, government chemical laboratory, govern-

ment physical laboratory, museum of natural history, museum of art

and industry, collection of Hamburg antiquities, ethnological museum,
botanical museum, and laboratory for analysing mercantile wares)

are obliged to deliver regular lectures on scientific subjects. Since

1896 this obligation has also extended to the assistants in these institutions.

Besides, means are granted to the chief school authorities for the

appointment of scholars charged with the delivery of permanent

lectures, or with conducting courses of various length. Thus, in the

winter semester of 1902/03, 119 courses in all branches of science

were conducted by 97 teachers, with a total number of 58 428 hearers.

These lectures are delivered gratis, with a few exceptions (such as

those of the extension-courses for physicians, and the courses in the

pharmaceutic institution).
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5. The Royal Institute of Experimental Therapeutics in

Frankfort on the Main has in the first place the task of testing

and developing the more recent therapeutic methods, but further also

the obligatory control of the various kinds of curative serum (for

diphtheria, tetanus, etc.). However, the institution can also, within

certain limits, serve as a teaching establishment, by arranging courses

for a restricted number of physicians. For this purpose negotiations

have been entered into with the town of Frankfort.

6. The Academy of Practical Medicine in Cologne, in

connection with the local hospitals, is devoted to the further

scientific training of physicians, and especially to affording also

young medical men an additional opportunity to complete, after the

passing of their State examination, the one year's practice prescribed

by the regulation of 1901. A similar institution will shortly be

opened also in Dusseldorf and, in course of time, probably in

other towns.

7. In this place may still be mentioned the learned Societies

that have the character of State institutions, and are in closer con-

nection with the Universities, at least in so far as the preponderating

majority of their ordinary members are at the same time professors

at the Universities of the towns in which they have their seats

Such are the Royal Academies of Science in Berlin and in Munich,
and the Royal Societies of Science in Gottingen and in Leipzig.

8. Among private institutions and foundations the following may
still be mentioned here.

In Berlin: the Association for Extended Instruction in

Political Science, destined chiefly for the further training of

officials and lawyers.

The Humboldt-Academy, a popular high-school for both sexes.

The Berlin University Teachers' Union for Popular
Courses pursues aims similar to those of the University Ex-

tension" in England. Also other Universities have arranged such

courses.

The Lessing High School, founded in 1901 by the Lessing

Society, and the Free High School, established in 1902, have like-

wise the aims of a people's University.

In Frankfort on the Main: the Senckenberg Foundation,
established in 1763 by the physician doctor Senckenberg, owns an

important pathologic-anatomical institute, a botanic garden, and a
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scientific library. In winter, lectures and demonstrations are held for

physicians, who also find constant opportunities for scientific work in

the institute. Lectures on botany are delivered in winter and

in summer.

The Senckenberg Society of Natural Science, [and the

Physical Union are learned societies which, at the same time,

arrange for lectures and practical courses. Also the Free German

Higher Collegiate Foundation (Freies Deutsches Hochstift) or-

ganises courses and single lectures.

In Dresden, the Gehe Foundation, established and richly

endowed by F. S. Gehe, a merchant who died in 1882, extends its

educational sphere of action chiefly to political economy and po-

litical science. Three teachers are permanently appointed, and be-

sides every winter several single lectures are delivered by scholars

from elsewhere.



II. SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

1. The Higher Educational Institutions in Germany.

The name of ,,Higher Educational Institutions" is, in Prussia,

bestowed on those schools that form the connecting link between

the elementary schools on the one hand, and the universities and

other higher colleges on the other. In the south German states

these institutions, corresponding to the French ,,ecoles secondaires",

are often called ,,middle-class schools", whereas in Prussia by middle-

class schools are understood higher elementary schools. There are

three kinds of complete higher educational institutions, viz. Gym-

nasia, Realgymnasia, and Higher Realschulen, and to these correspond

three kinds of incomplete institutions viz. Progymnasia,Realprogymnasia,

and Realschulen. The complete institutions have nine classes, the

Latin names of which sexta, quinta, etc. up to prima, still recall

the original existence of only six classes. But long before, the two

upper classes of the Gymnasia had a two-years' course, and thus

arose a lower and upper prima and a lower and upper secunda.

Since the fifth decade of the last century a partition also of

the tertia into a lower and an upper division was generally introduced,

and thus the number of classes was increased to nine. In Wurttem-

berg it even amounts to ten. Besides in all the federal states these

schools have preparatory classes.

The Gymnasia owe their origin to the old Latin schools, and

have gradually developed themselves, since the time of the Refor-

mation, so as to acquire their present shape. Down to most recent
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times they were the only institutions that possessed the right of pre-

paring for University studies. The teaching in them always laid the

main stress on the two classical languages, yet, in the course of the

nineteenth century, a position of their own was assigned to the so-

called practical subjects.

In the second half of the eighteenth century there arose Realschulen

or ,,Higher Burgherschools", as educational institutions originally not for

the learned professions, but only for civil and commercial life. The

classical languages were replaced in them by French and English,

and special stress was laid on mathematics and natural science. The

course was at first a much shorter one than that of the Gymnasium,
but gradually institutions were developed with a larger number of

classes, in which instruction was also given, to a moderate extent, in

Latin, but not in Greek. These schools received in Prussia, in 1832,

a more definite organisation, and at the same time a leaving or final

examination was introduced into them, by which admission to certain

higher studres was obtained.

These schools then received a new regulation in the year 1859,

and the complete institutions with nine classes were designated

,,Realschulen of the first order". Beside these there were also Real-

schulen of the second order, some of which had no Latin in their

curriculum. This system of Realschulen without Latin was then

further developed, and in the year 1882 on schools of this kind, with

nine classes, the designation was bestowed, in Prussia, of ,,Higher

Realschulen". They sprung from the ,,industrial" schools, but are

essentially distinguished from the latter by the fact 'that they are not

technical professional schools, but institutions for general culture

by means of instruction in languages, history, mathematics, and

natural science.

In 1882, the Realschulen of the first order, with teaching of

Latin, received generally, in Prussia, the name of Realgyinnasia, a

designation that had already before occurred in other federal states.

The incomplete institutions are without the three upper

classes; for the rest their curriculum corresponds to that of the six

lower classes of the complete institutions. The course is arranged

in such a manner as to afford, to some extent, a well-rounded

education.

The time-tables established in the year 1901, and now in force

in Prussia, are the following:
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I. Time-table of the Gymnasia.
The brackets indicate the admission of a temporary shifting of the number of hours

within the several groups of subjects.
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III. Time-table of the Higher Realschulen.

57
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a) for the Gymnasia: a translation from German into Latin,

and another from Greek into German. Those pupils who
take Hebrew, have to give in a German translation of an

easier passage from the Old Testament with grammatical

explanations;

b) for the Realgymnasia: a translation from Latin into

German; according to the curriculum of each separate in-

stitution, a French or an English piece of work, and namely
either an essay or a translation from German; and the treat-

ment of a question in physics;

c) for the Higher Realschulen: a French and a English piece

of work, and namely in one of these two languages an essay,

in the other a translation from German; and the treatment

of a question in physics or in chemistry.

The oral examination comprises, for all the schools, Christian

religious teaching, history, mathematics, and further:

a) for the Gymnasia: Latin, Greek, and according to the cur-

riculum of each separate institution, either French or

English;

b) for the Realgymnasia: Latin, French, and English; and

physics or chemistry;

c) for the Higher Realschulen: French and English, and

physics or chemistry.

The requirements correspond with the program of instruction

of the prim a. So, e. g., for

Greek, in the Gymnasium: Reading: Homer's Iliad, Sopho-
cles (also Euripides), and Plato; besides, Thucydides, Demosthenes,

and other prose valuable on account of its subject-matter; also

appropriate specimens of Greek lyric poetry.

Grammar, revisals and recapitulations of the whole subject,

as found necessary.

Practice in unseen translation. Written translations from and

into Greek.

Latin, in the Gymnasium: Reading 5 hours: Orations of

Cicero (e. g. in Verrem IV or V, pro Plancio, pro Sestio, all with

omissions, pro Murena), selections from Cicero's philosophical and

rhetorical writings, also from his letters; Tacitus' Germania (at least

till Chapt. 27), also Agricola or parts of the Dialogus, selections from

the Annales (especially the sections referring to Germany) and from

the Histories; selections from Horace, learning by heart of some of
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the Odes. Occasionally, unseen translation. Private reading, espe-

cially also of writers read in previous classes, is to be encouraged
and fostered, but is not required as obligatory.

Grammar 2 hours: revisals with special attention to the more

important and difficult syntactical rules; recapitulating explanations

of specially prominent stylistic peculiarities.

Translation into Latin, written class and home exercises.

Latin, in the Realgymnasium: Reading: easier Orations of

Cicero (e. g. pro Sex. Roscio, in Catilinam, de imperio Cn. Pompei);

select sections from Livy; passages of Virgil's Aeneid in a selection

presenting complete pictures and allowing a view of the whole work;

in U. I also easier Odes of Horace, and sections of Tacitus'

Germania.

Grammar: wherever its treatment is required in the course of

reading.

Every three or four weeks a written translation into German.

French, 'in the Gymnasium: Reading occupies a central

position in the whole course. Study of sterling modern prose

writings in different departments, if possible also of a classical trag-

edy and a modern comedy, but in any case of one of the greater

of Moliere's comedies.

Revisal and completion of the syntactical material, with oral

and written exercises. Study of synonyms, style, and metre, as re-

quired, in connection with the reading.

Conversational exercises, not merely in connection with the

reading, every hour; likewise revisal and extension of the stock of

words and phrases previously acquired.

French, in the Realgymnasium: The reading, which, as in

the Gymnasium, occupies a central position, is treated more exten-

sively and intensively than in the latter, so that the pupils may ac-

quire a wider notion of the special qualities of French literature in

the last centuries, as well as some knowledge of the national culture

and character.

Revisal and completion of the more important sections of the

grammar. An outline of the laws of versification. The indispensable

essentials of synonymy and of the laws of style. Extension of the

vocabulary, including also technical and scientific terms.

Written and oral exercises. Guidance in essay-writing, from

frequent brief reproduction of what has been read, up to a freer

treatment of definite concrete subjects. Conversational exercises in
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every hour, not merely in connection with the reading and incidents

of daily life, but also on history, literature, and culture of the French

nation.

French, in the Higher Realschule: In these schools the

teaching aims at imparting a knowledge of the more important

French writings of the last three centuries, insight into the gram-

matical system of the language, some knowledge of the most im-

portant sections of French literary and social history, and practice in

speaking and writing.

English, in the Gymnasium: Generally, the teaching aims

at sureness of pronunciation, based on a firm command of the forms,

at a knowledge of the more essential syntactical rules, and at a suffi-

cient vocabulary, all based on practice in the oral and written use of

the language; also at understanding some of the easier writers.

The practical knowledge thus acquired is intended to serve as

a basis for further study. The chief syntactical rules are to be

treated inductively according to a brief compendium, everything else

to be discussed in connection with the reading. At first a ,,reader"

may be used, but at least during the last year an appropriate author

is to be read.

English, in the Realgymiiasium: Here the aim is the under-

standing of the most important writings since Shakspere, as well as

the oral and written use of the language.

Reading occupies a central position during the whole course.

It comprises sterling modern prose writings in various departments,

also specimens of oratory, and appropriate poems, especially select

Shaksperean dramas. Special attention is to be paid to the pupil ac-

quiring an idea of the particular character of English literature since

Shakspere in its chief forms. Study of synonyms, style, and metre,

as required, in connection with the reading.

English, in the Higher Realschule: The aims of the teaching

are here essentially the same as in the Realgymnasium. The larger

amount of available time has to be devoted to a stricter grammatical

training, to more comprehensive reading, and to more extended oral

and written exercises; the latter may be, more so than in the Real-

gymnasium, of an imitative character, and moreover extend to con-

crete technical subjects, letters, etc. Special stress should be laid on

pointing out the peculiarities of the English idiom, and on the ac-

quirement of a more extensive, also technical, vocabulary.
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The grammatical exercises comprise revisal, enlarging and

deepening of previous grammatical practice, all in connection with the

reading and the written work.

Arithmetic and Mathematics, in the Gymnasium:
Arithmetic: Arithmetical Progression of the first Order and

Geometrical Progression, Compound Interest and Annuities. Elements

of the theory of Combinations and its more immediate application

to the theory of Probability. The Binomial Theorem for Positive

Integral Exponents. Repetitive continuation of the arithmetical

course (extension of the notion of numbers by algebraical operations,

from the positive integral to the complex number). Equations, also

of the higher degree, that may be reduced to quadratics.

Continuation of the exercises in Trigonometry and in solving

questions in Planimetrical constructions.

Stereometry and its application to mathematical geography
and astronomy^ Instruction in perspective drawing of objects in

space.

The theory of Coordinates. Elements of Conic Sections.

Revisal, recapitulation, and exercises in all branches of the sub-

ject taught in previous classes.

Arithmetic and Mathematics, in the Realgymnasium and

Higher Realschule:

Arithmetic: theory of Combinations, and application to the

theory of Probability. The Binomial Theorem for any Exponents,

and the simplest Infinite Series. Repetitive continuation of the arith-

metical course (extension of the notion of numbers by algebraical

operations, from the positive integral to the complex number). Cubic

equations. Elementary exercises in Maxima and Minima.

Spherical Trigonometry with application to mathematical

geography and astronomy.

Geometry: elements of Descriptive Geometry. The most im-

portant problems in Conic Sections in elementary-synthetical treat-

ment. Analytical Plane Geometry.

Revisal, recapitulation, and excercises in all branches of the

subject taught in previous classes.

In the incomplete institutions, at the end of the sixth yearly

course, a final examination is held, by which it is ascertained whether

the pupil has reached the degree of maturity requisite for the

Upper Secunda of the corresponding complete institution.
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In Prussia, according to a rescript of the Emperor William II,

of November the 26th 1900, the education imparted in the three

kinds of institutions is considered as of equal value. Hence the

former preference enjoyed by the leaving-certificate of the Gym-
nasium, which alone entitled the possessor to admission to University

studies, has, at least in Prussia, been almost entirely abolished. Only
for the study of theology the previous schooling of the Gymnasium
is still exclusively required; to the study of medicine also the holders

of leaving-certificates of a Realgymnasium are admitted; to the study

of law and to the course for higher-class teachers, in Prussia, not

only those, but also the pupils of the Higher Realschulen. The ne-

cessary knowledge of Latin they must acquire by private study.

If they wish to study medicine, they must previously pass a special

examination in Latin. This special provision for medicine is based

on the fact that the regulation of the medical examination is, as is

not the case with that for law students, a matter for the Empire, and

not for the separate States. The other Federal States, however, have

as yet not followed the example of Prussia with reference to the

complete equalisation of the three kinds of institutions.

The higher educational institutions are partly State, partly com-

munal establishments. Many of the latter, however, receive subsidies

from the State treasury. The teachers have the character of direct

or - at the communal institutions - - of indirect state-officials.

Hence, when once appointed, they can be discharged only by sen-

tence of a disciplinary court, and have a claim to retiring pension

and to provision for the family they leave behind.

The permanently appointed, academically trained teachers are

called ,,Oberlehrer
u
(senior masters), a number of them also have the

title of ,,Professor". Before their definite appointment they are em-

ployed as ,,Hiilfslehrer" (assistant masters). He who wishes to be-

come senior master, must have studied at least three years in a

University (in reality the time of study mostly lasts four years or

longer), and have passed a State examination. According to the

Prussian regulations for examination of 1898, he must acquire the

qualification, for at least one subject, for the three higher classes, and

the qualification for two other subjects for the middle classes (up to

lower secunda inclusively). After passing the examination, the

candidates must employ one year in actual teaching, in a higher-

class school, as ,,seminarists", and another year as ,,Probekandidaten"

(probationary assistants).
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The salary of the senior masters starts, in Prussia, at 2700 M.,

and rises, by seven three-yearly stages, to 6000 M. In addition, they

receive an allowance for house-rent, which, in the larger towns,

amounts to 660 M., and in Berlin to 900 M. The salary of the rectors

of institutions rises to 7200 M. Besides they mostly have a free

house or a corresponding compensation for rent.

2. Statistical Summaries.

I. Prussia.

1. Number of Secondary Educational Institutions.
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Number of Pupils in Class
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8. Expenditure for the Secondary Schools in Prussia 1849 to 1902.
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Kinds of Schools
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IV. Secondary Schools in the Kingdom of Wiirttemberg.

Kinds of Schools
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State Contributions in the Year 1902/03.

a. for Salaries of Teachers in the Humanistic schools 628 434 M.

b. for other Expenditure in the Humanistic Schools 45 965

c. to Local Authorities for Expenditure in the Realschulen 311 950

cl. for Old Age Pensions and Rise of Salaries of Teachers in all the

different Kinds of Schools 792 746

Total . 1779 095 M.

V. Secondary Schools in the Grand Duchy of Baden.

Kinds of Schools
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VI. Secondary Schools in the Grand Duchy of Hesse.
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I. In the Year 1885/86:

Total Expenditure for State Schools (inclus. of 61 665 M. for

Retiring Allowances) 626865 M.

Receipts from School Fees 378210

II. In the Year 1902:

Total Expenditure for State Schools (inclus. of 84800 M. for

Retiring Allowances) 1 71 6 246 M.

Receipts from School Fees 912679

VIII. Secondary Schools in the ,,Reichsland" of Elsass-

Lothringen.
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IX. Number of Pupils in the Secondary Schools in the German Empire, 1902.

German States

German Empire
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3. Cadet-Schools.

For the general scientific training of future officers, there are

in Prussia, Bavaria, and Saxony a number of Cadet-schools. Three

of them are higher educational institutions, with boarding establish-

ments, and with the curriculum of the Realgymnasia, combined with

military practice. The pupils can withdraw at any time, and have

in that case the qualificatations attached to the class through which

they have passed. On finishing the upper secunda (the third highest

class), all the cadets have to present themselves for the ensign

examination, and when successful, they can enter either the active

military service, or the prima (the highest class), so as afterwards

to pass the final examination; this latter alternative has certain ad-

vantages combined with it. In addition to the two highest classes

(upper and lower prima), the chief institution for cadets in Gross-

lichterfelde has also an extra class, which is arranged as a military

school. There are also several military schools forming independent

institutions, and all ensigns must complete a nine months' course in

one of these, and pass a further examination, before they can be

promoted to the rank of lieutenant. Besides the chief institution for

cadets in Grosslichterfelde (near Berlin), there are in Prussia eight

preparatory institutions with classes sexta to upper tertia, whereas in

the chief institution are found also the middle and upper classes.

The number of pupils in the chief institution is 1000, in the pre-

paratory institutions altogether 2470. There is free schooling for 135

pupils, and besides a large number of vacancies with very small

payments of fees. The teaching staff consists partly of officers,

partly of civil instructors. The total expenditure of the Prussian

Cadet-schools, according to the estimates of 1903/04, amounted to

3109392 M. The Bavarian Cadet-School in Munich has 210, the

one in Saxony, in Dresden, 226 pupils who pay no fees.

Only a minority of officers, however, proceed from the Cadet-

schools. For the admission to the ensign examination it suffices if

the candidate has passed successfully through the lower prima (the

second highest class) of any secondary school.



III. GIRLS' SCHOOLS.

1. Organisation of the Higher Girls' Schools.

The elementary teaching of girls in the primary schools is

organised, in Germany, in exactly the same manner as that of boys.

For girls also compulsory education begins at the age of six, and

continues, in most of the Federal States, to the age of fourteen, in

some only to the end of the thirteenth year. In addition to the or-

dinary primary schools, there are also for girls, in many towns,

Higher Elementary Schools, so-called Middle-class Schools. Further

particulars on these are found also in the section dealing with

Elementary education, to which the reader is referred. But the

present section will treat of the Higher Girls' Schools and other

special branches of the education of women.

The establishment and management of Higher Girls' Schools, in

Germany, was for a long time left exclusively to private enterprise,

and in the Roman Catholic parts of the country they were 'prevail-

ingly in the hands of conventual institutions. Not till the third decade

of the last century were public Higher Girls' Schools established as

municipal institutions, but still in comparatively small numbers. State

regulations as to the organisation, course of instruction, and inspection

of these schools have been issued in more recent times, and are in

general less incisive than those applying to boys' schools. Three

quarters of the Higher Girls' Schools are still under private manage-
ment. As a rule, the Higher Girls' Schools that are not exclusively

boarding-schools, supply also elementary education. The children
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enter the lowest class, or the lowest of the preparatory school, at

their sixth year, and pass through a nine or ten years' course. In

Prussia the normal duration of the course is nine years, but with the

addition of an extra class with optional subjects. According to the

Prussian regulations of 1894, the time-table is the following.
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to the Peace of Westphalia, special stress being laid on what refers

to intellectual matters, and to the manner of life of women in Ger-

many. In class I: continuation of German history, from the Peace of

Westphalia down to modern times, with increased attention to

Brandenburg-Prussian history (Frederick William I, the time of

Frederick the Great, the period of the French Revolution, of Na-

poleonic rule, of the Wars of Liberation, the struggles of 1864, 1866,

1870 71, the unification of Germany, the newr

Empire and its devel-

opment). Short views of the history of England, France, Italy, Austria,

and the United States.

For the two foreign languages the aims in view are as follows.

The immediate object of the teaching of the foreign languages

is that of enabling the pupil to understand an easier French or Eng-
lish writer, to grasp readily the meaning when English and French

are spoken, and to use the foreign language with some facility, both

orally and in writing, when applied to the simple forms of everyday
intercourse. The more indirect aim of the teaching is that of intro-

ducing the pupils to an appreciation, as far as possible, of the mental

and material development, and of the manners and customs, of the

two foreign nations.

Reading occupies a central position during the whole course.

Grammar is not taught systematically from the beginning, but is

deduced from the reading, and gradually built up from concrete ob-

servations. Practice in speaking plays a great part from the outset.

The whole method presupposes in the teacher both perfect facility in

the handling of the language, and a certain amount of phonetic

schooling, together with the ability of deriving practical help in the

teaching from the results of historical linguistic study. The extent of

a pupil's acquirements is estimated very much less by the greater or

slighter facility in translating a German text into the foreign language^

than by the ease and rapidity with which the meaning of a foreign

text is grasped.

The male teachers in the Higher Girls' Schools are partly

academically trained senior masters (Oberlehrer), with qualification to

teach in secondary schools, partly 'taken from among the elementary

teachers, but in that case they must have passed the examination for

the intermediate schools. But in the majority of the institutions,

especially in the private ones, female teachers are employed. Also

for the latter examinations are prescribed, for which the necessary
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knowledge is acquired mostly in teachers' seminaries, many of which,

however, are not government establishments, but under municipal or

private control. According to the regulations in force in Prussia, the

examination of the elementary female teachers is distinguished from

that of the teachers in the intermediate and higher Girls' Schools, by
the fact that for the latter the acquirements in history and German
literature extend somewhat further, and that French and English are

added as subjects of examination. Also a special examination can be

passed in these subjects. For the elementary female teachers Eng-

lish, as a subject of instruction, is optional, French obligatory, but

they are not required to be examined in them. As an introduction

to the seminary there are in Prussia a few preparatory schools with

a two years' course. Other States have also for female teachers pre-

paratory institutions of the same character as those for the male

teachers.

The curriculum of the three years' seminary courses for female

teachers in the intermediate and higher Girls' Schools in Prussia is

the following.
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In Prussia a special scientific examination was introduced

in 1900, on passing which the female teachers acquire the position of

senior mistress (Oberlehrerin). The candidates must posses the quali-

fication for the Higher Girls' Schools, and must have been practically

employed in such a school for at least five years. For their scientific

preparation special extension courses extending over 5 to 6 semesters

are held in several Universities.

In most recent times Gymnasium and Realgymnasium courses

have been established in several towns, enabling the pupils to obtain

the leaving -certificate that qualifies for the University. However, in

Prussia and in other Federal States, women provided with the

certificate a e not directly immatriculated as yet, but merely admitted

to hear lectures.

As special branches of girls' education are still to be mentioned

the general extension courses and the teaching of domestic economy.

By the former is meant, not the technical (industrial or commercial)

extended instruction, but the strengthening and completion of the

education acquired by girls in the elementary school. In several of

the Federal States this instruction is obligatory, or can be made so

by the communities for two more years. Every week a few evening

or Sunday hours are devoted to it. In Prussia there is no obligatory

extended teaching for girls, but schools for the purpose have been

established by several towns and by societies of general utility. Do-

mestic economy is taught in connection with the extension courses,

but is also given separately in the institutions of the municipalities

or of the societies. The subjects are cookery, washing, ironing, hy-

gienics, knowledge of alimentary substances, etc.
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2. Statistical Summary of the Higher Girls' Schools

in the German Empire.
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Federal States
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IV. ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

1. A General View of the Elementary Schools in Germany.

When the Elementary School as a whole forms the subject of

the following remarks, it must be pointed out, to the foreigner es-

pecially, that in Germany the school is by no means an imperial

institution, but that it is managed independently by each separate

State. There is no imperial Ministry for public education. Yet

the general character and aim of the schools, the training and duties

of the teachers, are the same throughout Germany. With reference

to the outward circumstances, there are considerable differences be-

tween the several Federal States, nay between the parts of one and

the same State. The presentation of a concise view of German

school education is rendered difficult, especially by the absence of

uniform school statistics for the whole German Empire, and by the

fact that the statistics of the several States refer to different periods,

and are drawn up on different principles.

Before examining the several departments of the statistics, we

sfrall endeavour to describe the general features that characterise

the Prussian and the German elementary school system, and which

distinguish the latter from that of other civilised nations.

As was observed before, uniformity in the outward arrange-

ments of the Elementary Schools is not to be found. The dissimi-

larity is naturally great between the village school with its one class,

in sparsely populated districts, and the municipal school with its

splendid buildings and all modern improvements, in the larger

towns. Centralisation of the whole elementary school system exists

neither in the German Empire as such, nor in the single States, and

although the latter exercise control over each subdivision of the

system, yet they allow the local authorities considerable latitude in

the management of the schools. Of this latitude advantage has been

taken, to a large extent, by the German towns, and among them by
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the wealthy communities, so that, largely at the expense of the rate-

payers, schools have arisen that may vie with the best in other countries.

Down to the present time, the school system in some German

States, and among them, in the largest one, the Kingdom of Prussia,

has not been regulated by comprehensive, uniform legislation. In

Prussia, it is true, legal regulations have been applied to important

branches of the elementary school system, but many questions re-

main which, even at the present day, are settled by dispositions of

the provincial governments, and by decrees of the Minister of public

education. Although, in many respects, the introduction of uniform

school legislation for all parts of the country is much to be desired,

yet its absence has not been without some salutary results. For,

under the circumstances, local authorities have been enabled to in-

troduce inexpensive experiments and improvements in smaller, limited

districts, which could never have been initiated by legislation appli-

cable equally to all parts of the country. Among such experiments
and improvements we may mention the teaching of mechanical skill

(,,sloyd") for boys, of housekeeping for girls, supplementary schools

for backward children, as well as sanitary regulations, and medical

control over all the pupils of the Elementary School.

When, therefore, the outward organisation of the Elementary
Schools shows various prominent differences, yet some larger features

are common to them all.

In all these schools the teaching is exclusively entrusted to

teachers educated for their profession on strictly methodical

lines, and certificated by the State. All these teachers, apart

from comparatively young probationary masters, hold permanent

positions for life. They all have a right to a fixed salary, to super-

annuation, and to provision for their families after their death. This

security of position produces a class of teachers technically trained

for their profession, tested in their knowledge and in their conduct

of life, among whom sound pedagogical traditions can be handed on,

new experiences can be gathered, and definite methods of teaching

and education can be formed. The abundance of pedagogical

periodical literature and books, the numerous scientific associations,

the active participation of the teachers in the courses and series of

lectures arranged for them by the local authorities, all this proves

that the teachers are penetrated, not only by an esprit tie corps that

deserves recognition, but also by a most active striving after

mental improvement.
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Another important feature of the German school system is the

enforcement of compulsory education. All children, mentally
and bodily capable of instruction, are required to attend an elemen-

tary school, the age of entrance differing slightly in the various

German States. Excepted are only those children that can be proved
to receive equivalent private instruction, or that attend higher-class

schools.

The number of those who, in spite of these regulations, still

manage to evade teaching, is a comparatively very small one. They
are found chiefly in the families of strolling actors, acrobats, and the

shifting population engaged in river navigation. In 1895, of the

5^317^37 children on the registers, in 36138 Prussian public elemen-

tary schools, only 487 evaded attendance. In 1901, this number,

among 5754728 children on the registers, in 36756 schools, had risen

to 548.

The compulsory attendance applies not only to the entrance of

the children into the schools, but also to their continuance in them

up to a certain age. In the same manner as entrance may be

deferred in the case of illness or weak constitution of the children,

especially where the distances to the school are considerable, so

also, under certain circumstances, and with the sanction of the

authorities, the children may be dispensed from attendance up to the

end of the course of instruction. Negligent parents or their repre-

sentatives are liable to punishment by fines, or even by imprisonment.
In the year 1901, among the children of school age, 10672 were un-

able to attend on account of mental or bodily defects; 16109 could

not be received immediately after the completion of their sixth year ;

53794 were dispensed from attendance before the end of their four-

teenth year.

Not only entrance into the schools and completion of the

course are enforced, but also regularity of attendance during the

latter. Infringements in this respect are likewise punished in the

manner mentioned above.

So as not to render compliance with the law impossible, care is

taken to provide the necessary school buildings within reasonable

distance from the homes of the pupils. Scarcity of school buildings

may specialty occur in newly rising towns, where, not infrequently,

the erection of schools cannot always keep pace with the increase

of population caused by the establishment of new branches of industry.

Long distances between school and home are a misfortune occurring
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especially in sparsely populated districts. While, according to the

latest Prussian statistics, of 1901, the number of children that had to

be excluded from attendance or account of overcrowding of the

schools, amounted to only 2735 (in 1891 to 3239); 214289 children,

of whom 190159 in country districts, had to go a distance from the

school of more than 2 l
/2 km. (about 1

!

/2 Engl. miles).

The demands made by the Elementary School on the bodily
and mental capabilities both of pupils and teachers, are

generally severe ones in Germany. The number of yearly school-

days is here perhaps higher than in any other civilised country.

The week has six working-days, and the number of weekly hours, at

least in the upper classes, not infrequently amounts to more than

thirty. The holidays, with differences in the time of occurrence and

extent in the various States and districts, amount altogether to at most

twelve weeks, thus leaving, when a few occasional holidays are

deducted, a total of about 230 to 240 yearly working days. The holi-

days coincide with the great church festivals, Christmas, Easter, and

Whitsuntide, and usually form, besides, two special groups, in summer

and in winter.

The aims of the teaching, prescribed in the curricula of the

elementary schools, require, for their realisation, the full time of the

compulsory age and the regular attendance of the pupils. But they

also presuppose diligence, conscientious performance of duty, and

earnestness on the part both of teachers and scholars. Those pupils,

however, who fail in these respects, are corrected by rigorous

discipline.

It is hardly ever possible to present the results of the school

teaching in an exact statistical form. Nor can it usually be

definitely shown what part in the forming of the pupils character

and in his later success in life is attributable to his natural dis-

position, to home training, or to the influence of the school. Yet a

comparatively satisfactory standard, by which the activity of the

elementary school may be gauged is afforded by the spread of

the simplest elements of school education, reading and writing,

among the grown-up population of a country. For a considerable

number of years, those liable to military service in Germany have

been tested as to their school training. The results of the latest of

these tests, for the year 1901, in the German Empire, are presented
in the following Table, showing a gratifying advance in this respect,

as compared with those of the years 1881 and 1891. These figures
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afford eloquent testimony to the fact that the educational labours

of the German teachers have not been without results.

Place of Extraction1
) and Schooling of the Recruits2

) incorporated
in the Year 1901.
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The foreigner who hears of the enormous sums which the

German Empire expends every year on the maintenance and increase

of its army and fleet, may easily fall into the mistake of assuming
that this outlay, imposed by the history and the geographical position

of the country, leaves the German nation only few means for the

promotion of ideal interests. There may be an appearance of justifi-

cation for such an assumption, when merely the proportion is con-

sidered, that exists between the State expenditure for the army and

for the schools. But nevertheless, the sums devoted in Germany, by
the State and by the communities, to elementary education, is not in-

considerable. The total outlay for this purpose in the German

Empire (with the exception of the Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-

Schwerin, for which no information was available), in the year 1901,

amounted to 412886000 M., of which 120357000 M. were derived

from State contributions.

These figures of 1901 represent the last ascertainable stage

in a constantly progressive development, and will probably be con-

siderably exceeded at the present time. And when, in the absence

of uniform imperial statistics of the educational system, already re-

ferred to, this progression cannot be verified equally for all the

States, the following survey may, at least, give some evidence of the

permanent advance in the system of Prussian elementary education.

German Empire.

Public Elementary Schools 1891/2 and 1900/1.

1891/2 1900/1

1. Public Element. Schools 56563 58164

2. Fully occupied teachers (male and

female) 120032 144484*)

3. Pupils of Elem. Schools 7925688 88298I2

4. Expenditure for Elem. Schools . . . M. 242399000 412886000

5. State Contributions 69310000 120357000

6. Number of:

a) Inhabitants to each Elem.

School 874 969

b) Pupils to every 100 inhabitants 16,os 15,66

c) Pupils to each fully occupied

teacher . 66 61

:

) Among these 22339 female teachers.
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d) Cost ot school maintenance for 1891/2

each pupil M. 31

e) State contribution for each

pupil

f) Cost of school maintenance of

each Elem. School

g) State contribution for each

Elem. School . 1 225

1900/1

47

8,75 13,63

4285 7159

2075

The teachers are duly certificated, appointed permanently, or with prospect of

permanency, entitled to pension, and dismissible only by judical discfplinary decision.

The items under 4 and 5 are minimum amounts; the costs of the general ad-

ministration and inspection of the schools, and of the training of the teachers, are not

included. The items under 4 are comprise also those under 5.

4 464 906 5 401 566

3900655 4916476

Kingdom of Prussia.

I. Results of Compulsory Education of 1871, 1891, and 1901.

1871 1891

Children obliged to attend

of whom:

1. taught in public elementary schools

per cent

2. other schools

per cent

3. temporarily dispensed from attendance, but duly

registered

per cent

4. not registered on account of infirmities ...
per cent

5. illegally kept away from school

per cent

87,36

222211

4,98

312219

6,99

9038

0,20

20783

0,47

91,02

390 500

7,23

83604

1,55

10041

0,18

945

0,02

II. Public Elementary Schools.

1901

6103745

5670870

92,91

339017

5,55

82638

1,35

10672

0,18

548

0,oi

1 . Schools :

1871 33130

1891 34742

1901 36756
2. Schoolrooms :

1871 64688
1891 70950
1901 88399

3. Classes:

1871 52747

1891 82746

1901 . . 104082

4. Pupils:

1871 3900655
1891 4916476
1901. 5754728

5. Fully occupied Teachers :

1871

1891

1901 .

52059

71731

90 208

6. Assistants (not fully occupied) :

1891 4376
1901. 3505
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7. Female Teachers of Needlework:

1891 37129

(among them 258 fully occupied)

1901 33062

(Besides 1036 fully occupied female Teachers included under 5.)

III. Classification of Elementary Public Schools according to Curriculum

1891 and 1901.

In existence in: 1891 1901

1. Schools with one class and half-time schools 22478 21 488

per cent . . . 64,70 58,46

2. two to four classes 9 596 1 1 968

per cent . . . 27,63 30,1-2

3. ,, five and six classes 2243 2581

per cent . . . 6,45 7,u-j

4. ,, seven and eight classes 424 1 619

per cent . . . 1,22 4,40

Total 34 742 36 756

Pupils taught: 1891 1901

1 . in schools with one class and in half-time schools .... 1 537 833 1 373 442

per cent ... 31,28 24,22

2. two to four classes 1 806 058 1 902 404

per cent . . . 36,73 33,.v,

3. five and six classes 1 269 364 1 254 672

per cent . . . 24,81 22,1-2

4. seven and eight classes 303221 1 140352

per cent . . . 6,18 20, 11

Total 4916476 5670870

IV. Expenses of Public Elementary Schools.

1. Total expenses:

1871 55 648 398 Marks

1891 146225312

1901 269917418

2. Of these expenses were covered:

a) by State contributions:

1871 2895186 Mark = 5,20

1891 46495831 =31,79%
1901 73066142 --27,07%

b) by school fees:

1871 10498794 -
18,87 o/

1891 1378983 0,94%
1901 826763 0,30%
The remainder paid by the communities and others liable to contribute, and by

the proceeds of schools property.

3. One elementary pupil costs :

1871 14,27Marks

1891 29,74

1901 47,59
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4. Average expense of one school and one class respectively:

1871 1679 resp. 1055 Marks

1891 4209 1767

1901 . 7343 2593

5. Cost of schools for every 1000 inhabitants:

1871 . . . 2262Marks

1891 4881

1901 7830

V. Income of Element. School Teachers.

1. Average Total Income of Teachers:

1821 1861 1871 1891 1901

M. M. M. M. M.

a) in towns 638 846 1042 1702 2175

b) in the country 258 548 678 1253 1609

in general 323 634 797 1418 1835

2. Gradation of Income of Teachers:

Percentage of teachers drawing an income of

a) in towns: 1821 1874 1891 1901

up to-450 M 36,24 1,21 0.05

above 450-900 M 43,85 30,84 6,69 1,05

(700-900 M.)

9001200 11,18 29,21 21,44 8,04

,,1200-2100 8,66 34,01 48,43 44,38

,,21003000 0,08 4,74 19,52 31,50

,,3000 M 3,87 15,03

b) in the country:

up to 450 M 86,28 3,06 0,05

above 450 900 M 12,42 64,96 17,32 8,90

(700-900 M.)

9001200 1,20 24,42 36,00 22,35

,,12002100 0,10 7,43 42,89 48,78

,,2100-3000 0,12 3,59 17,74

,,3000 M 0,15 2,23

c) in general:

up to 450 M 77,72 2,46 0,05

above 450900 M 17,81 53,78 13,42 5,77

(700900 M.)

9001200 2,90 26,01 30,66 16,65

,,12002100 1,56 16,16 44,92 47,02

,,21003000 0,01 1,60 9,44 23,23

,,3000 M 1,51 7,33

VI. Public Intermediate Schools 1
) 1891 and 1901.

1. Schools: 1891 1901

a) Boys' schools 184 217

b) Girl's 92 137

c) Mixed 68 102

Total . 344 456

') Higher Elementary Schools.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

I
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II. Assistants, not fully employed 1891

1901

III. Female Teachers of Needlework 1891

1902

Male

7054

3570

Female

1 101

1 459

39735

33351

The decline in the number of teachers of needlework is explained by the fact

that instruction in this is imparted, more and more generally, by fully occupied technical

female teachers.

The healthy development of the system of Elementary education,

shown by the preceding figures, the constantly increasing number of

the children under tuition, the growing number, in a larger proportion,

of classes, class-rooms, and teachers, the decrease of inferior forms

of schools, as compared with the more highly organised school

systems with more numerous classes, the considerable accession of

schools with seven and eight classes, and of pupils taught in them,

the constantly higher outlay for salaries of teachers, the rise in their

average available number, and finally the continual growth of total

expenditure for Elementary education, all this entitles the nation to

look back with satisfaction on what has hitherto been accomplished.

2. Time-tables of Elementary Schools.

The subjects of instruction, with their distribution, . in the Ger-

man Elementary Schools, will be sufficiently shown by the following

time-tables of various Schools, exhibited by way of examples.

Prussia.

Elementary School with Six Divisions in Danzig. (Boys and Girls.)

Boys (Girls).

Subjects of Instruction
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Elementary School with Seven Divisions in Hanover (Intermediate School).

Boys (Girls).

Subjects of Instruction
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Bavaria.

Elementary School with Seven Divisions in Munich (Week-day School).

Boys (Girls).
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Saxony.
Elementary School with Eight Divisions in Dresden (District-School).

Boys (Girls).
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3. The Elementary Schools of the German Empire.

States
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number of schools with special higher classes beyond the aim of the

elementary schools; these classes are called ,,selecta". Among the

South German States, Baden (in the so-called advanced divisions)

and Hesse (in the expanded Elementary Schools of some towns)

possess kindred establishments.

According to the statistical enquiry of December the 1st 1899,

in the Kingdom of Saxony, the number of intermediate Elementary

Schools was 241
,
with 4859 classes, and 1 88 366 pupils, and that of the

higher Elementary schools 45, with 616 classes, and 17460 pupils.

In the year 1900, in the Grand Duchy of Baden, the advanced

divisions (the statistics do not show in how many schools), with 2598

boys and 3864 girls, were taught by 140 male and 66 female teachers.

In the Grand Duchy of Hesse there were in the spring of 1902,

in four towns, 6 expanded Elementary schools, with 88 classes and

3695 pupils (1784 boys and 1911 girls), who received instruction from

72 male and 18 female teachers.

In Prussia schools of this kind already existed of old in the most

various forms and under the most various denominations. Their

curriculum was usually distinguished only by the fact that instruction

in a foreign language was imparted, mostly Latin in the boys'

schools, French in the girls' schools. Often the distinction consisted

merely in the different amounts of school-fees. All these schools re-

ceived, in October 1872, a uniform organisation, with the following

curriculum.
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This time-table, however, can be modified and also extended,

according to local needs. In particular, French can be replaced by

English. Arithmetic includes also the elements of Algebra. Most of

the intermediate schools have now 8 or 9 classes. In their lower

classes they merely represent the elementary School. As a specimen
of the time-tables of the intermediate schools, that of the one for

boys in Stettin may still be exhibited here.

Subjects of Instruction
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5. Education of the Blind and Deaf-Mute.

The institutions for the blind and deaf-mute have on the one

hand the character of schools, on the other that of provident and

charitable institutions.

Already in the 18th century, Chr. Niesen, who died in 1785, in-

vented, in Germany, several appropriate appliances for teaching
the blind, which became known also to Valentin Hauy, a French-

man, who was the first to found, in 1785, a school for the blind in

Paris. In 1806 Hauy came also to Berlin, and soon after, on his

initiative, such an institution was established there, namely at the ex-

pense of the government.

During the wars of the following years many soldiers became

blind, in consequence of a contagious inflammation of the eyes, and

hence several military institutions for the blind were established,

which were to be kept up only until these unfortunate people should

have acquired sufficient training in appropriate handicrafts. From

one of these so-called ,,Werkschulen", or schools for mechanics,

arose in 1818 the still existing Silesian Institution for the Blind in

Breslau. During the following decades the number of institutions

for the blind continually increased, both in Prussia and in the other

Federal States, and their present position is shown in the follow-

ing table.
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parents, and as their education is considered of less importance

than that of the boys.

The teaching of the deaf-mute, after various isolated at-

tempts, was systematically developed about the same time in France,

by the abbe de 1'Epee, and in Germany, by Samuel Heinicke. But

whereas the French method was based on the language of signs,

Heinicke made the attempt to teach the deaf and dumb actual

speaking, in which he was successful. In the year 1878 Heinicke

opened in Leipzig the first German public institution for the

Deaf-Mute Statistics for the German Empire, according to

the Census of December the 1st 1900.

States
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deaf and dumb, and the number of such gradually increased. In

Prussia the first one was founded in Berlin, as a private institution,

by Dr. Eschke, in 1788, and from it arose, in 1798, the Royal Institu-

tion for the Deaf and Dumb.

At present there are in Prussia 45, in Bavaria 13, in Saxony 3,

in Wurttemberg 8, and in the whole Empire 90 institutions for the

deaf and dumb.

Of these institutions 25 are supported by the State, 42 by pro-

vinces or districts, 4 by towns, and 19 by private societies, which, as

a rule, are assisted by contributions from the public funds. Among
the institutions 38 are boarding establishments, 44 day-schools, while

1 1 have both boarders and day-scholars. The total number of inmates,

in 682 classes, is 6703, of whom 3674 are boys and 3029 girls; 4056

are Protestants, 2553 Roman Catholics, and 94 Jews. The number of.

male teachers is 651, that of the female teachers 104, total 755.

The children are received, as a rule, in their seventh year. In

the larger German States the education of the deaf and dumb is not

compulsory, in Prussia it is so only in the province of Schleswig- Hoi-

stein. The course of instruction, in most of the institutions, extends

over eight years. The oral system forms the central part of the in-

struction, but the practice of understanding speakers by watching the

movements of their lips is considered of equal importance. For the

rest the teaching corresponds to that of the elementary schools.



V. TRAINING COLLEGES FOR ELEMENTARY
TEACHERS.

The elementary teachers receive their professional education in

preparatory institutions and seminaries. In some States there are

only seminaries without separate preparatory schools, but in such the

seminary course lasts all the longer, as a rule six years. In Prussia

both the preparatory institutions and the seminaries have three classes

with a one year's course each, and the curriculum of the two estab-

lishments has been uniformly regulated as an organic whole. The

pupils entering the preparatory institutions must have passed the

prescribed time in the elementary school, that is to say, must have

reached the age of fourteen. But instead of the elementary school,

Subjects
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many have attended intermediate schools, or the lower classes of

higher institutions. The curriculum of the Prussian preparatory training-

schools, according to [the regulations of July the 1st 1901, has the

foregoing division of weekly hours.

Music is taught, partly in the classes, partly in special divisions,

in 4 to 6 weekly hours. It embraces theory of music, singing, playing
on the violin, piano, and organ. In the seminary piano playing is re-

served for private practice.

In the preparatory training-schools final examinations, written

and oral, take place, the passing of which bestows the right of en-

tering a seminary. Any one wishing to be admitted to a seminary
without having attended a preparatory training-school, must submit

to a special examination.

The seminary training concludes with the. first teacher's exami-

nation, likewise a written and oral one. For most of the candidates

that have completed the course of the seminary, some subjects of

examination are added. After passing this examination, the candidates

can be employed as assistant masters.

The qualification for definite appointment (with the right of

superannuation) they obtain only by passing the second teacher's

examination, one of a practical-pedagogical character, for which they

can present themselves when they have been employed in a Prussian

School for at least two, and at most five, years.

The qualification for appointment as teacher in intermediate

schools and higher girls' schools is acquired by the passing of the

special examination for teachers in intermediate schools. Only those

elementary teachers are admitted to it, who have passed the second

examination, mentioned above, and besides also theological students

and those who are preparing for the secondary schools. When the

latter have acquired the qualification for the secondary schools, they

can be appointed, without further preliminaries, to intermediate schools

and higher girls' schools.

Finally there is still a special examination for rectors or head-

masters, to be passed by those who desire to be appointed as semi-

nary directors, seminary teachers, principals of public preparatory

training-colleges, as district school inspectors, as heads of higher

girls' schools, intermediate schools, and elementary schools with six

and additional higher classes. The examination is a written and oral

one, with pedagogy and practice and methods of teaching as prin-

cipal subjects.
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2. General Summary.

Federal States

German Empire



VI. TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS.

1. Historical Outline.

The technical higher institutions of Germany are a product of

the 19th century. Starting from small beginnings, together with the

development of the technical arts, they have attained their present

important position as places of instruction and research, that em-

brace the manifold fields of technical arts with the sciences on

which they are based, and by which they are completed. The

mutual connection between the technical and the natural sciences,

and the relation of these schools to the great questions of national

industry, naturally entail a continued development of their design,

curriculum, and method, and call for further enlargement and ex-

tension of their aims.

Before the technical higher schools could be properly developed,

preparatory institutions had to be created and extended. The organi-

sation of Realschulen, which were in the first place to serve the

spread of ,,generally useful knowledge", was followed by the estab-

lishment of schools for distinct and special branches of science.

The aim of such technical institutions, established at the beginning
of the 19th century, was the training both of craftsmen and mechanics,

and of engineers. Specialists saw plainly that the preparatory

theoretical schooling of the latter had to be a more comprehensive
and deeper one than that of the former. But as long as a school

was to complete the training in a course of two or three years, while

in the case of craftsmen and mechanics the pupils were admitted at

a very youthful age (in the Berlin industrial school, e. g. at their

12th year), either the teaching was necessarily too difficult for a

large portion of the pupils, or the general standard of instruction
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had to be unduly lowered. Hence the training during the first year

or years frequently assumed the character of that in a preparatory

school. A further difficulty was found in the fact that, for architects,

instruction in the purely artistic parts of their work goes hand in

hand with that in the technical ones, the latter of which more par-

ticularly concerns the civil engineer, whereas the former points to

the academy of the fine arts.

As early as 1799 an Academy of Architecture had been

established in Berlin. The aim of the institution was ,,the theoretical

and practical training oi skilful land-surveyors, civil and hydraulic

engineers, also of building artisans, especially for the royal States, to

which training also foreigners are admitted, in so far as this can be

done without prejudice to native pupils". Technology and chemistry,

therefore, were not taught at all, while machine construction and

likewise higher mathematics occupied a subordinate position; generally

speaking, the school was intended for officials of public works (with-

out any distinction between architects and engineers). Not till 1821,

by the side of this institution, arose the Industrial Academy, in

which special attention was devoted to the study of chemistry, tech-

nology, and machine construction. It is true, that precisely for this

school, especially at first, the required preparatory schooling, in ac-

cordance with the age of entrance of the pupils, that of 12 years,

was a very slight one, indeed merely writing and the first four rules

of arithmetic. Soon these two Berlin academies entered into a closer

connection, temporarily by one person being director of both, and

developed under favourable circumstances, although, for a time, the

artistic part o f the architectural teaching branched off from the in-

dustrial Academy, and was transferred to the Academy of the

Plastic Arts.

In the third decade ol the century, also other German States

had started the foundation of higher technical schools. In Dresden
a ,,technical educational institution*' was established in 1828, the

aims of which, it is true, were no very high ones at first. As

characteristic of the position of such institutions at that time, we

may point to a provision according to which the technical scholars

educated in them should be freed from the limitations otherwise im-

posed on mechanics and craftsmen by the various guilds.

In Munich, after plans had been considered, in 1823, for ,,a higher
school that should embrace all technical studies", a ,,polytechnic cen-

tral school" was founded there, in 1827, which was broken up, in

8*
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1833, into three ,,polytechnic schools", into one for Munich, one for

Augsburg, and another for Niirnberg.

From about the same time dates the establishment of the Industrial

Schools in Stuttgart (18291832) and Darmstadt (1836), the latter

of which had been preceded, in 1826, by the foundation of a Real-

schule with technical instruction. The Industrial School in Zurich

was opened in 1832. To the year 1835 belongs the reorganisation of

the Collegium Carolinum in Brunswick, by which the technical

teaching of the institution was materially extended and transformed.

In 1831, the ,,higher Industrial School" in Hanover re-

ceived a new organisation.

But of the greatest importance for the following decades was

the institution that arose in Karlsruhe. Here the already existing

engineering school, the school of architecture, and a private industrial

school in Freiburg were joined together into a Polytechnic School,
in 1825, the first one in Germany. A preparatory school led to the

courses of a mercantile and of a technical division; the real higher

instruction for engineers and architects was still separate from these,

and was given in special courses under the engineering department

and in the above mentioned school of architecture. By the reorganisation

of 1832 these were incorporated in the Polytechnic School. In

addition to the preparatory school, the student had to pass through

a course of four or five years, during which theoretical and practical

subjects were taught to a larger extent than anywhere else. Down
to the present time, the essential principles of the reorganisation re-

ferred to retain their full validity. The management of the institution

is characterised by a periodic change of director, who is chosen

annually from among the older teachers; likewise by the participation

of the closer and wider teachers' conference in the organisation and

educational concerns of the School. The economic concerns also are

subject to a managing council composed of the teachers of the in-

stitution.

The position which the Polytechnic School in Karlsruhe had

occupied during the fourth decade, it also maintained during the next.

To a large extent this was owing to the activity of Redtenbacher,

who, an Austrian by birth, had been called in 1841 from Zurich to

Karlsruhe. Here, especially after the separation of the courses into

a chemical-technical and a mechanical-technical one, he found an

opportunity for developing his full strength in the teaching and
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thorough treatment of the theory of mechanical engineering and

machine construction.

About the year 1850, the inner reorganisation of the high schools

showed itself outwardly in many ways; schools were thus reorganised

as ,,polytechnic schools" in Hanover in 1847, in Dresden in

1851 (preceded by that of Stuttgart in 1840, followed by that of

Brunswick in 1862). Of equal importance were the new regulations

for the ArchitecturalAcademy and the Industrial Institute in Berlin, in the

years 1849 and 1850. About the same time the appointment of privat-

do cents was introduced into some of the technical institutions of

Germany and Austria, und simultaneously the principle of liberty of

teaching and learning was established to a larger extent.

In the year 1868 the ,,Polytechnikum" (or Polytechnic High

School), with its academical organisation, was opened in Munich, and

was to take the place of the old Polytechnic School. The Darmstadt

Technical School, which had been a higher industrial school till

1864, was reorganised as a Polytechnic Institution in 1869. The Tech-

nical High School in Aachen was opened in 1870, while in the following

year the same qualification was bestowed on the Dresden ,,Poly-

technikum", which was removed in 1875 to new and suitable

buildings.

Between 1875 and 1880 the Polytechnic School in Hanover was

reconstituted as a High School, the Stuttgart one in 1876.

The Polytechnic School in Brunswick, reorganised in 1872 as a

,,technical high school", was quartered in its new home in 1877. By
the combination of the Berlin Architectural and Industrial Academy,
in 1879, into a Technical High School, and by its removal to the new

building in Charlottenburg (1884), its outward development was

completed.

Important for this last period of the transformation of various

institutions into High Schools, which we may date from about 1870, is

the closer connection of the nine Schools among themselves.

This connection resulted in the furtherance of the students' liberty in

selecting their schools, by giving them credit in one institution for

the time of study passed in another, and by the mutualr validity of

the examinations in each school. Especially in more recent times,

the equivalent value of these examinations extends also to those for

certificated engineer, while, at least partly, they rank with the State

examinations. Appointments of teachers from one school to another
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promote a closer bond of similar aims and labours, while the joint

interests are materially furthered by meetings of representatives ot

the various schools, at which questions of importance to all are fully

discussed.

2. Questions connected with the Subjects of Instruction.

More than in the various faculties of the University, the separate

branches of instruction in the Technical High Schools act and react

upon one another, thus necessitating a strictly systematic building-up

of the course of instruction as a whole.

The various departments of Mathematical Science form the

foundation of the whole structure.

From the very beginning, Physics and Chemistry have been

in the closest connection with technical teaching.

Electro-technology stands in a most intimate relation to

physical research, and owes its existence to the latter. Ohm's laws

for electric currents, those of Faraday for the action of induction,

Joule's law for the consumption of electric energy, formed the

foundations of the grand modern applications of electricity to techni-

cal operations. The consequences of Maxwell's theory, and the ex-

periments of Herz occasioned by it, led to the methods of wireless

telegraphy, the importance of which cannot be finally estimated as

yet. But electro - technology has also reacted on and promoted

physical research. Not only do the physical laboratories, to which

moreover have been added others for technical physics, operate

with very different powers, but also conceptions have been variously

adapted to the promotion of practical questions.

Probably from the beginning, chemical research, as also in

the case of University teaching, stood in the closest relation to

practical purposes. Nevertheless, in this subject also, the technical

High School will make those departments its special business, that

are connected with technical operations on a large scale, and at the

present tim$, in addition to the chemistry of dyes, anorganic chemistry,

metallurgy, and most specially, as a branch of electro-technology,

electro-chemistry, are acquiring a continually growing importance
With respect to the constructive problems of the technical

sciences, wfe may probably ascribe to the activity of the High
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Schools, in teaching and in research, the creation of the theoretical

foundations for their systematic solution. For the representative of

technical subjects in the High School a difficulty, not to be under-

estimated, is found in the necessity of keeping pace with the practical

achievements of technical science, which are, besides, mostly kept

from publicity. Hence, teaching, research, and direct practical acti^

vity are all to be combined. Such a combination has shown itself

most successful in the case of architecture, the teacher of which is

usually active also as a practical builder, and, when commissioned

by State or municipality, is not infrequently enabled to prove his

capacity by the erection of monumental works.

Two other important points in the more recent development of

technical instruction must be referred to.

In the first place, the evolution of laboratory teaching. In

the founding of mechanical-technical laboratories, the first aim was

pure research, especially with reference to the theory of solidity, and

the necessity of creating a practical basis for testing building materials

as to their technical applicability. But soon it was found useful to

make these laboratories accessible also to students, first for presenting

single experiments, then also for independent work. Another not

unimportant task was imposed on these laboratories, when they be-

gan to serve as examining institutions recognised by the state, and

to undertake further functions in other technical departments. Soon

the rise of electro-technology led to a general establishment of

electro-technical, and further of electro-chemical, laboratories, in

addition to the existing physical and chemical ones, thus producing

in the teaching an extensive application ot physical methods of

measurement. At the same time, the importance of carrying out

practical experiments and measurements in motors and manufacturing

machines showed itself more and more. Thus, especially when also

single Universities, particularly Gottingen, proceeded to labour in

the department of ,,Macrophysics", by extending their laboratories,

the great activity of recent years has resulted in a thorough re-

modification of the teaching of engineering, with reference to the

practical work of the laboratory. On the other hand, and simul-

taneously, a not inconsiderable narrowing of the purely theoretical

subjects took place, especially of the preparatory ones, as well as a

closer connection between the constructive and the theoretical de-

partments of mechanical engineering, and probably also a retrogression

in elaborating great projects and programmes in the teaching, in favour
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of a careful and thorough treatment of detailed constructions. To

promote the latter, must particularly be the aim and limit of the

tasks of the High School in connection with the final examination

for the diploma, either by prescribing a longer piece of work for

exact arithmetical and constructive treatment, or a number of shorter

ones based on accurate detailed specifications.

In the second place, with the increasing importance of technical

science to modern life, with the great material value attached to it,

and with the ever more powerful social organisation of modern in-

dustry, the problems of political economy, the social and

judicial ones obtain a continually greater prominence, so that the

exhaustive study of this subject necessarily becomes more and more

essential.

One difficulty, it is true, will make itself more and more felt in

the development and perfection of the teaching. With the abundance

and importance of the subject-matter of instruction, it is possible to

overtake it, in the present four years' High School course, only by
constant compression in each single department, by summary treat-

ment of many branches, and by omission of whatever does not directly

serve the special purpose. Hence, an extension of the time of study

seems required, unless still further restrictions be introduced in partic-

ular subjects, which could not be faced without serious drawbacks.

To some extent, it is true, simplification and facilitation might be at-

tained by a part of the necessary preparatory teaching being in-

cluded in the curricula of all secondary schools. In that case, option-

ally perhaps, technical drawing and descriptive geometry should be

introduced also into the Gymnasia, und likewise, generally, the first

elements of higher mathematics. This, together with the shortening

of the existing nine years' course of the secondary school, seem to

be the only possible solution, unless a young man's entrance into

practical life be still further delayed than it is even at present.

The very fact that the existing four years' course can be devoted

only to the preparatory theoretic training for the subject, and that the

technical High School alone is unable to produce finished engineers,

leads to another question that should not be passed over in this

connection, viz., the practical training for the technical

profession.
As long as the technical schools simultaneously undertook the

training of lower-class technicists, and schools for this purpose were

connected with them, the pupils used to enter the school, as a rule,
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only by first passing through a practical apprenticeship, while at the

same time the previously acquired knowledge that was demanded

was a modest one. Frequently also the school itself offered practical

courses in workroom operations. But the gradually increased demands

for previously acquired general culture, have led more and more to

the attempt of introducing the pupil into the High School straight

from the intermediate school, and without passing through a practical

apprenticeship. Indeed, it is in the interest of a steady development

in a theoretical direction, when no interruption takes place here. On

the other hand, the teaching of the constructive subjects, especially in

mechanical engineering and in architecture, will produce a really more

vivid impression, when preceded by a practical training. Here also, it

is true, the individuality of the pupil has to be considered, but, upon
the whole, it will not appear unfair, when in any case the course of

study is looked upon as completed only ofter a term of practical

apprenticeship.

Four years ago, the Association of German Engineers energetic-

ally advocated this condition, and many among the larger employers

have supported it by facilitating the young man's reception as ap-

prentice. In the new regulations of examination, this demand is

enforced, if not as a condition for admission to the examination, at

any rate as one for bestowing the title of certificated engineer. Of

course, in that case, an understanding will have to be come to, to

make the practical training in factory operations as instructive as

possible to the young student, and to devote to it special attention.

This is a thankful, but indeed also a responsible task for the directors

and the engineers of the establishments; for, in addition to a detailed

instruction in all technical questions, special stress will have to

be laid on practical management and social questions.

In conclusion, another important point must be touched upon, the

question of the training of teachers, especially of those of mathe-

matics and natural science, and with reference to the particular re-

quirements of the technical institutions. For the latter this constitutes

a wide field of action. Especially in mathematics, the teacher will

be able to utilise directly, in the secondary school, only a comparatively

small part of his knowledge acquired at the University. But for him

the training is essential in three points, with reference to the whole

method of his subsequent teaching, namely, in the exact foundation

and development of primary notions, in the mastery of the inner con-

nection of the various disciplines, and lastly in the extension of the
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applications of his subject to physical problems, which indeed have

frequently led to the formation of mathematical methods. For one

who intends to devote himself to research work, there would be

nothing unnatural in his preference for any particular subject,

according to his individual talents; but for a teacher such a preference

"would be out of place. And when, naturally, the teaching in the

Technical High Schools, even in the general lectures, presents

theoretical explanations in a more tangible lorm, and enlivens them

by practical applications; when further, in special lectures, it passes

on to technical problems, when here technical mechanics and tech-

nical physics, as well as geodesy can be drawn into the curriculum,

then all this, as supplementing the University instruction with its

usually more abstract tendency, will be of the greatest benefit to the

future teacher of mathematics and physics, wherever he may after-

wards be active in his profession. But for the future teacher of the

technical school such an widening of his knowledge becomes a ne-

cessity, if he desires to be in touch with the essential interests of his

hearers, and able to participate actively in the important problems

presented, in various forms, by technical science also to theoretical

investigations.

The mutual relation thus formed between University and Tech-

nical High School, has the closest connection with a question fre-

quently discussed in more recent times, namely that of a combination

of both institutions into a greater University embracing all branches

of learning. And it may well be said that the relation referred to is

by no means the most important one. We have endeavoured to show

the close connection of mathematics and the whole of the natural

sciences with technical science, and we have pointed out how im-

portant for the technical scholar has become a training in questions

of national and political economy and of law. On the other hand,

an insight into technical science will become ever more essential to

those engaged in natural science, law, and economics. Nowadays,
in the Universities also, a continually growing importance is attached

to practical and laboratory work, so that the outward form of instruc-

tion in the two establishments does not show any essential differences.

Inner reasons, therefore, would seem to plead for such a combination,

but although many a voice has been raised in favour of it, yet, at the

present time, it no longer appears be to practicable.

After the failure of previous attempts to transfer to the Uni-

versity the training of technical State officials, owing to the slight
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estimation in which technical work was held, and to an imperfect

appreciation of technical matters in general, the technical High Schools

have developed independently and steadily on lines of their own,

and thus forced their way to a recognition of their importance

and of their earnestness in pursuing their functions. Nowadays

they form a widely organised whole, for which the framework

of one faculty, or of two such would be their position in the Uni-

versities has become too narrow. The transference of their general

department to the philosophical faculty of the University, would

mean only a juxtaposition, not an amalgamation, for the mathematical-

physical subjects would still require a twofold representation, and,

as was pointed out above, would still have to take account of a

twofold aim. The whole, however, would be too large a body, for

which, with the multitude, the variety, and the rivalry of interests of

the constituent members, a uniform organic co-operation would no

longer be possible. For even at the present time, the extent and the

number of the subjects belonging to the single faculties are already

so dissimilar, that in reality only the bond of historical development
holds them together.

No doubt, for the development of the Technical High School,

the competition with the University was, in various ways, of the

greatest importance. To the example of the latter it owes its insight

into the necessity for free teaching and free research, which have

gradually led to its present organisation. On the other hand, on many

questions of University teaching, especially on the relative value ot

lecture and practical exercise, on the development of laboratory

instruction, on the widening of the interests in the direction of applied

problems, the Technical High School has not been without its in-

fluence. Yet all this would not suffice to make the mutual relation so

close as to allow the Technical High Schools to be organically in-

corporated with the Universities. But to an increasing extent, in

places where both kinds of institutions are found represented, a mutual

connection will and should be formed, to the advantage both of

teachers and of taught.

In conclusion, we may quote the words with which the Emperor
William (on the occasion of the Charlottenburg celebration), with

far-reaching foresight, indicated this connection between, and the

aims and tasks that lie before, the two establishments:

,,In the relation of the Technical High Schools to the other

highest educational establishments, there is no opposition of interests,
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and no other competition than this, that each of them, and every member

of them for his own part, should do full justice to the claims of life

and science, mindful of the words of Goethe:

Neither be like to the other, but each be like to the highest!

How is this to be done? Let each be complete in Himself!

If the Technical High Schools, that have attained to so flourishing

a condition in the century now nearly past, remain faithful to this

admonition, the coming age will find them well equipped also to do

full justice to the problems, of which the progressive development
of the world's civilisation expects, in an increasing measure, the so-

lution from technical science."

3. General Organisation of the Technical High Schools.

1. Organisation of the Teaching.

The whole of the Technical High Schools of Germany deal

with the four technical departments of training for architects, civil

engineers, mechanical engineers, and technical chemists. Darmstadt

and Karlsruhe have a special department for electro-technology,

while in the other High Schools, except in Hanover, this subject is

combined with mechanical engineering, in the latter town with the

chemical-technical branch. Besides, as technical departments, Berlin

has a special division for shipbuilding and for marine engine con-

struction, Brunswick for pharmacy, Karlsruhe for forestry, Munich

for agriculture.

In all the High Schools the mathematical-physical subjects, and

those of general education, have been combined into a ,,General

Department", but in Stuttgart these form two separate branches.

The regular course of study in the separate departments has

been laid down, in all the High Schools, with due regard to their

interdependence, and to the necessity for keeping the aims of the

various studies separate. Although these schemes are not actually

prescribed, they nevertheless afford the students a sure guidance in

conducting their studies in such a manner that, within a given time
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(usually four years), they may be enabled to acquire the scientific

training necessary for their profession. Indeed, with the close con-

nection among the subjects of instruction, an adherence to a definite

arrangement of the studies cannot be avoided, and can be considered

as only a salutary restriction of the full liberty of study. The intro-

duction of optional subjects, in supplementary lectures and practical

exercises, will afford, in spite of the restrictive regulations of the

general course of study, a proper guarantee for the training of each

individual students.

The following table shows the average number of weekly hours

devoted, during a semester, to lectures (L) and practical exercises

(E) in the nine Technical High Schools.

Table of Average Number of Weekly Hours of Lectures and Exercises

in the Technical High Schools, singly and jointly.
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amount to 10 and 30 M. for Germans of the Empire, to as much

as 40 M. for foreigners. The fees for the practical work in the

physical, chemical, mechanical-technical, and electro-technical labora-

tories are charged, in the majority of High Schools," according to a

fixed rate.

Remission of fees can take place, as a rule, according to a

ministerially fixed percentage of the total number of students (mostly

4 to 5%).

The college-fees as a whole (apart from the deductions caused,

as in Munich, by remission or by share of bursaries), are paid out in

only a few High Schools, in the same manner as in the Universities,

to the respective teachers. In others the teacher receives only a

part up to a fixed amount (maximum 1000 to 3000 M.), while a second

part is equally divided among all the teachers, and finally a third

part forms a source of income for the general purposes of the

High School.

2. Teaching Staff.

The chief classes of teachers in the German Technical High
Schools are the following:

1. Ordinary (salaried*)) Professors, who are permanently

appointed to the chair of a special subject. In rank and average

salary they are on the same level with the ordinary University pro-

fessors. Their average salary (apart from allowance for house-rent)

is about 5000 to 6500 M.

2. Extraordinary (salaried) Professors, who likewise hold

a permanent appointment; their position corresponds to that of the

similar professors in the University.

3. Other Teachers, in receipt of a remuneration (fre-

quently, as individuals, with the title of Professor), who, chiefly em-

ployed in the High School, hold an appointment liable to reversal,

for definite lectures or practical exercises, but without being entitled,

like State officials, to a pension.

Besides there are Honorary Professors, Privatdocents, and

Assistants, whose various functions need not be specified here.

*) Vide Note in Chapt. on Universities, p. 6. (Note of the transl.).
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A general view of the teaching power of the High Schools is

presented in the following table.

Number of Teachers.
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3. Direction and Management

For the direction and management of the Technical High Schools

the following bodies exist:

1. Rector and Senate,

2. Boards of Departments,

3. Joint Board.

Besides, in the three Prussian High Schools, and in the Saxon

one, there is a special managing official (for Berlin the syndic

appointed by the Ministry of State, for Aachen and Hanover the

President of the Provincial Government as commissioner, for Dresden

a specially appointed ministerial official). The Government com-

missioner has in the first place the management of the economical

affairs of the High School, and the chief direction of the pay-office.

Moreover, in Prussia, he is entitled and obliged to examine communi-

cations between the Ministry and the High School, and as occasion

offers, in budgetary and legal questions, to report on the latter.

The other High Schools are under the direct control of the

respective ministries, and in economical matters the Rector reports

directly to them.

The whole of the German High Schools possess the right of

electing a Rector, or otherwise of proposing one, with confirmation

by the reigning Sovereign or, in Prussia, by the Minister of Education.

In Berlin, Darmstadt, Dresden, Karlsruhe, and Stuttgart the Rector is

elected for one year, in Brunswick for two, in Aachen, Hanover,

and Munich for three years. The Senate consists of the Rector as

president, of his predecessor (here called Prorector), permanently of

the heads of all the departmental staffs (with elective periods of one

to three years), and besides, in some High Schools, of one or more

specially elected members of the general staff.

Rector and Senate have to conduct the common affairs of the

High School, and are charged with the general superintendence and

discipline of the students.

The Rector represents both Senate and School externally,

treats in their names with the authorities and with private persons,

and conducts the whole of the correspondence.

The Boards of Departments are formed from the salaried,

permanent (ordinary and extraordinary) Professors of the departments

in question. The admission of other teachers is decided in each

special case by the Ministry.
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The chief duty of the Boards is to draw up the programmes and

time-tables for the separate subjects, and to make the necessary pro-

posals as to the general educational questions of the department, and

specially with reference to the teaching appliances, and the appoint-

ment of the teachers required.

The most significant right of Senate and Boards is that of making

proposals to the Ministry for the filling up of vacancies.

The Joint Board, consisting of all the members of the Depart-

mental Boards (in Stuttgart only of the ordinary professors of the

High School), is throughout entrusted with the election of a Rector.

But further, to this Board, in the single High Schools, is reserved

the framing of final resolutions as to certain general matters concerning
the High School, such as fixing the programmes of work drawn up by,

the departments, settling the proposals for the financial estimates

questions of discipline (consilium abeundi, etc.).

4. Regulations for Admission.

The students of the Technical High Schools are divided into

a) ordinary students,

b) extraordinary students (,,Hospitanten", i. e. regular hearers,

and occasional hearers),

c) persons allowed to share in the teaching received.

The admission of a German as an ordinary student is, on

principle, dependent on the production of a leaving-certificate of

a secondary school with nine classes, namely, of a German humanistic

or Realgymnasium, or of a Higher Realschule, or of a Bavarian

,,School of Industry" (i. e. a lower technical school), or also of the

Saxon Industrial Academy at Chemnitz.

For the present, all the High Schools, witn the exception of

Dresden, Munich, and Stuttgart, which adhere strictly to the above

regulations, also admit students when they have passed through seven

of the nine classes of a secondary school.

In Darmstadt and Karlsruhe admission can also take place, at

present, in virtue of a certificate of a Realschule with seven classes,

as also when the pupil is ready to pass into the upper secunda of a

secondary school with nine classes, or lastly when he possesses the

leaving certificate of a Realschule with six classes, or also the

authorisation for a one years' military service, but in the last two

cases only with the addition of the certificate of a (governmental)
technical secondary school with a two years' curriculum.

9
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For Pharmaceutists (Brunswick, Darmstadt, Stuttgart) and for

Agriculturists (Munich), there are special terms of admission in

accordance with those in the other High Schools.

Foreigners can, as a matter of principle, be admitted as stu-

dents only when they have complied with the conditions fixed in their

own countries for entrance at a University or at a Technical High
School. In such cases the foreign certificate must be proved equi-

valent to one of the above mentioned German ones. In this respect,

and in view of the very large number of foreigners (especially

Russians) that seek admission at the various High Schools, the terms

of entrance have frequently been rendered considerably more strin-

gent, while for students from other German speaking countries (Austria,

Switzerland) conditions prevail similar to those for subjects of the

German Empire.

As extraordinary students (,,Hospitanten", i. e. regular hearers,

and occasional hearers) can be admitted, provided the interests of the

teaching do not suffer thereby, those persons whose aim is a con-

tinuation of scientific or artistic education for a special professional

purpose, but who have not fully complied with the conditions for

admission as students. As a guarantee of general preparatory

schooling, it is usual to accept the authorisation for a one year's

military service, and proof of a sufficient scientific grounding in the

subject in question.

Foreigners, in so far as they are at all admitted as extraordi-

nary students, have to show that they possess, approximately, the

same previous schooling.

To the teaching are admitted students- of other High Schools

(in Berlin and Munich), further, permission to attend can be obtained

by persons (of riper age), who wish ^o participate in single lectures

or practical exercises, but whose position in life prevents them from

entering either as ordinary or as extraordinary students.

Such permission can also be granted to ladies, when in

possession of the necessary previous schooling, and with the consent

of the respective 'teachers*

5. Examinations, Academical Degrees and Dignities.

Examinations for Diplomas.

Down to most recent times no uniform regulation existed for

the examinations that form the completion of the studies in the Tech-
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nical High Schools. In some of these the examinations qualified for

the obtaining of diplomas, and their value was confined to the

institution, while they were kept separate from the theoretical State

examinations, qualifying for the various public technical appointments.

In other High Schools, the first (theoretical) examinations for the

Civil Service had been combined with the preliminary and the final

examinations in the High School. It is true, the Federal States, in-

terested in this question, had come to an understanding, by which the

preliminary examination to be passed in the middle of the course

should be of equivalent value for all, thus allowing the students,

through the whole of their course, a free choice among all the

German High Schools; but this understanding was again circumscribed

by the closer regulations for the State examinations properly so called.

The right of bestowing the title of Certificated Engineer,
after successful examination, was granted to the Technical High
Schools of Prussia in the year 1899, on the occasion of the jubilee of

the Charlottenburg High School. Subsequently this right was extended

to all the other German Technical High Schools, and thus a fresh

opportunity presented itself for making these examinations uniform

and of equal value. At present the equalisation oi the certificate

examinations, if not actually effected, is about to be completed. The

following is an outline of the new regulations for examinations, as

they have been fixed in the official negociations among the repre-

sentatives of the Ministries of the various Federal States.

a) The Technical High Schools bestow the degree of Certificated

Engineer in virtue of an examination, by which the candidate has

to show that, by an academic-scientific study, he has acquired a

sufficient foundation for independent professional activity in the sub-

ject chosen.

b) The diplomas can be obtained in thirteen different subjects,

which need not be specified.

c) On the bestowal of the degree a diploma is presented,

showing the result of the examination.

d) The diploma examination is divided into a preliminary and a

principal examination.

e) The admission to examination is conditional at least on:

1. The producing of a leaving-certificate of a German sec-

ondary school with nine classes, of a Bavarian ,,School of Industry"

(i.
e. a lower technical school), or of the Saxon Industrial Academy

at Chemnitz.

9 *
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Exceptions are allowed only in the case of foreign testimonials,

when these appear to the authorities of equal value with the certi-

ficates just mentioned.

During the present time of transition and, partly perhaps, also

as long as admission to the High School, as ordinary student, is still

possible on easier conditions than the above mentioned normal ones,

admission to the diploma examinations will also be allowed on such

easier terms.

2 a) For the preliminary examination: evidence ol a two years'

course at a German Technical High School.

2b) For the examination in one special subject: evidence of

having passed, in a German Technical High School, the preliminary

examination in the subject in which the principal examination is to

be taken, altogether at least a three years' course at a Technical

High School (for mechanical and electrical engineers also a year's

workshop practice).

Semesters passed at a University, at a Mining Academy, or at

another professional High School may count for the time preparatory

to the two examinations.

f) The preliminary examination extends to those branches

of science that prepare for, and lead to, the special subject.

The principal examination consists of the written treatment

of a subject for the diploma, chosen by the board of examiners, or,

instead of this (sometimes along with it), 01 several such questions

of smaller extent, to be treated under supervision; next of an oral

part, dealing with the chief branches of the special subject.

Besides, for both examinations, the results of the practical

exercises performed during the course are to be presented, and taken

into account, in forming a judgment are the examination.

Lately, these regulations have also, in most of the Federal States,

been applied, in the case of the first (theoretical) State examination

for the technical Civil Service. This first examination is everywhere
followed by a second, practical, State examination, after a preparatory

practical course, as a rule, of three years.

For the students of agriculture in Munich, a similar examination

takes place, by which the diploma for that subject may be obtained.

n addition to the technical State examinations, others are also

indirectly connected with some single Technical High School, such

as the State examinations for teachers in the various divisions of

physical and technical instruction, and also the pharmaceutical exa-
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initiations, as well as those instituted by the Imperial government

for alimentary analysts.

Graduation.

When the Technical High Schools received the right of bestow-

ing the title of Certificated Engineer, they obtained at the same

time that of granting the degree of Doctor, in Prussia, Saxony,

Wiirttemberg, Baden, Hesse, and Brunswick, under the name of

,,Doctor of Engineering" (,,Doctoringenieur"), in Bavaria under that

of ,,Doctor of Technical Science".

The conditions on which this degree is bestowed, with reference

to the producing of a scientific dissertation, are the same as at the

Universities. But in addition, and without exception, the candidate

must previously have passed the diploma examination, or an equiva-

lent State examination. The necessity ot possessing the diploma im-

plies also a previous academical course of study of at least three

years.

When the dissertation has been reported on and accepted, it is

followed by an oral examination, which, starting from the subject

dealt with in the dissertation, has to cover the candidate's special

subject.

All the technical departments in the whole ot the High Schools

have the right of granting degrees, in Bavaria also the agricultural

and the general department, namely, in the subjects represented by

them, in so far as these belong to the technical sciences, or when

they appear as their foundation or as accessory to them. The

graduates of the technical departments ot the Munich High School,

when receiving the doctor's degree, are also entitled to that ot

,,Doctor of Engineering".

All the High Schools have besides the right ot bestowing,

honoris causa, and as a rare distinction, the degree of Doctor of

Engineering (or also of Doctor ot Technical Science) on men pro-

minent in the technical sciences.

Such persons must be proposed by the unanimous vote of a

department, and approved of by a unanimous resolution ot the

Senate of the High School.

Other Examinations.

In addition to the examinations already mentioned, halt-yearly

ones take place in all the Technical High Schools, in the separate

subjects of instruction. Only those students are entitled to take part
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in them, who have been enrolled for the subject in question. At

their own desire the students receive a testimonial as to the results

of these examinations, which can also be registered in the final certi-

ficates. These examinations are obligatory for candidates for bur-

saries, and for those students who apply for remission of college fees.

In Darmstadt and Karlsruhe, in addition to the diploma exami-

nation, special ones in particular branches (,,Fachprufungen") take

place, in Darmstadt intended exclusively for foreigners, in Karlsruhe

generally for those students who desire to give evidence of know-

ledge in a special branch of study. The examination extends over a

group of at least three subjects, and for admission to it no leaving-

certificate in required.

Prize-Essays.

So as to encourage scientific and artistic pursuits among the

students, most of the Technical High Schools, once a year, propose

subjects for prize-essays, in the various departments. The award

to the successful competitor consists in a sum of money.

4. Total Attendance.

The following Table shows the total attendance for all the

German Technical High Schools and for the one in Zurich. The

figures are those of the winter semester.

Table of Attendance.

Winter
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Semester
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Number of Students.
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2. Technical High School of Hanover (Prussia).

(Founded 1831.)

Number of Teachers.

Year
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Total of Receipts and Expenditure of the High School.

Receipts.

From Pri
Financial Year
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Number of Students in the Department of
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Since the Winter Semester of 1898/99 a Commercial Department has been con-

nected with the Technical High School, which in 1903 received the designation of

Commercial High School in connection with the Royal Technical High School." Its

Statistics are the following:

Number of Teachers.

Semester
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Number of Attendants.

Year
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5. Technical High School of Dresden (Saxony).

(Founded 1828, reorganised 1851.)

S. 1903

Number' ofTeachers. :

Ordinary Extraordinary Commissioned

Professors Professors Teachers

39 3 3

S. 1878 25

Privat-

docents

17

11

S. 1850 in all 21 Teachers \ division into ordinary professors,

S. 1828 11 etc. did not exist yet.

Number of Matriculated Students and Hearers.

S. 1903 : 1097, among them 267 Foreigners

W. 1902/3:1101,
S. 1902 :1082,

W. 1901/2:1046,
S. 1901 : 1036,

W. 1900/1

S. 1900

S. 1890

S. 1880

S. 1870

1860

1850

1840

1828

937,

1012,

309,

434,

284,

262,

219,

170,

161,

300

269

267

231

247

234

84

105

Number of Students and Hearers in

Semester
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6. Technical High School of Stuttgart (Wiirttemberg).
(Founded 1829)

Semester
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Total of Receipts of the High School.
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Number of Matriculated Students.

147

Semester
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Total of Receipts.

Financial Year
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Number of Students in

149

_,. Mechanical

Semester Architecture ; Engi-
Engmeermg '

neenng
I i I
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Number of Students and Hearers.



VII. HIGH SCHOOLS FOR SPECIAL
SUBJECTS.

As the Universities in their faculties, the Technical High Schools

comprise in their departments several branches of study. But along

with these, there are also institutions that are destined exclusively

for the scientific teaching of separate technical subjects. Some of

these subjects, such as mining engineering, forestry, the science of

agriculture, are also represented in certain Technical High Schools,

while agriculture is taught in several, forestry in a few, of the Uni-

versities. The special subject of veterinary science, on the other

hand, is in the great majority of cases assigned to the Veterinary

High Schools, while only in the University of Giessen there exists a

special department for this subject in the medical faculty. An entirely

new kind of institutions has sprung up in the shape of Mercantile

High Schools. Three of these are independent establishments, only

one, that in Aachen, exists as a department of the Technical High
School there.

These special institutions show their character as High Schools

by imparting the highest scientific education in their subjects, and

by demanding of their students the same previous schooling as the

Universities. Into most of them only such scholars are admitted as

posses the leaving-certificate of a secondary school with nine classes,

the others receive also those who have passed through only six

classes, but in that case they demand evidence of a previous prac-
tical preparation.

In the following remarks a few particulars are given as to the

special High Schools at present existing in the German Empire.
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1. Mining Academies.

Among the German Federal States, only Prussia, and in the

second place, Saxony possess a mining industry of prominent eco-

nomical importance. The Prussian State itself has extensive mining

grounds, as is evident from the mere fact that the gross receipts from

governmental mining, foundry, and salt-pit operations were estimated

in the budget of 1902 at 190.6 millions of Marks, and the net receipts

at 30.8 millions.

For the management of these works, and for filling up the tech-

nical posts under the authorities entrusted with the supervision ot

the Mining Department in general, a considerable number of higher

officials are required, who must possess a corresponding technical and

generally scientific previous knowledge. According to the regulations

of September the 22nd 1893, for entrance into the Mining Department
of the Civil Service, the production of a leaving-certificate of a Gym-
nasium, of a Realgymnasium, of a Prussian Higher Realschule, or of

a school ranking with the latter, is required. At first the aspirants

have to pass, as ,,mining candidates" (,,Bergbaubeflissene"), through

a one year's practical course of work, which is followed by a three

years' academical course of study. The latter comprises at least one

year of attendance at a University, while two years can be passed

at the Mining Academies in Berlin and Clausthal, or in the Mining

Department of the Technical High School in Aachen. Attendance at

the other Technical High Schools, and at the Saxon Mining Academy
in Freiberg, will be counted up to only one year. After passing his

first examination, the candidate is appointed Mining ,,Referendar", and

after an additional three years' preparation and another examination,

Mining ,,Assessor". Many mining experts who wish to enter the ser-

vice of private persons, nevertheless begin their career as civil ser-

vants, and pass the first examination or both. But they can also offer

themselves for a special examination in the Mining Academies, and

on passing obtain a certificate.

1. The Royal Mining Academy in _Berlin, founded 1770,

reorganised 1860. It is connected with the Prussian Geological State

Institution, and is under the authority of the Ministry of Commerce

and Industry. The curriculum comprises principally higher mathe-

matics, geodesy, mine-surveying, descriptive geometry, drawing and

construction, mechanics, mechanical engineering, anorganic chemistry

chemical technology, mineralogy, petrography, general and special
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geology, paleontology, science of mining, knowledge of salt-mining,

practical metallurgy, assaying of metals, iron-mining, assaying of

iron, the laying out of iron-works, gas analysis, electro-technology,

mining law, civil law.

The first director of the Geological State Institution is at the

same time director of the Mining Academy. He is seconded by

another, a scientific, director. The teaching staff consists of 10 salaried

professors, 5 commissioned officials of the Geological Insitution (in-

cluding the second director), 9 extraordinary professors and privat-

docents (Summer 1903).

Number of Students in the Years

1891/2 139, of whom 70 Prussian Mining Candidates*), 12 foreigners

11 55 5

5
^
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^
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Receipts and Expenditure, according to the Financial

Year 1903.

For the Royal Geological State Institution and the Mining

Academy:

Receipts ................... 135800 M.

Of which 24 800 M. as fees for lecture and practical work, and

20 000 M. for analytic experiments.

Expenditure ................. 769310 M.

Of which for:

Salaries ............ 252550 M.

Allowance for House-rent ..... 47280
,

Teachers' share in Fees ....... 6200

Assistants, Institutes, etc....... 119850

1892/3 133,
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Daily pay, Expenses for Travelling and

Removal 138000 M.

Grants to Students 1 600

Upkeep of Collections, etc 13330

Upkeep of official Buildings .... 14000

Geological Maps, Treatises, etc. . . . 76500

Building Alterations and Acquirement
of Ground Property 118000

2. The Royal Mining Academy in Clausthal (Prussia). As

early as the 16th century, the Lyceum in Clausthal, in accordance

with the needs of the extensive mining industry in the Harz, was

provided with suitable technical instruction for miners and founders,

and in 1775 branched off as a separate course. In the year 1811,

a Mining school was established, the uper division of which received

in 1864 the name of Mining Academy. After the union of the king-

dom of Hanover with Prussia, the Mining Academy in Clausthal was

organised on the principles of that in Berlin.

Number of Teachers: 8 salaried professors, 5 teachers in the

collateral division, 6 assistants.

Number of Students:

1893/4 . . . 148, of whom 35 foreigners

1902/3 . . . 232, 32

Private Receipts of the Institution:

1903/4 from lecture fees . . . 25550 M.

from other sources 43280 ,

Total . . 68830 M.

Ordinary Expenditure 1903/4: 128340 M

ExtraordinaryExpenditure : 1 901/21 903/4(new buildings) 555000 M.

3. The Royal Mining Academy in Freiberg (Saxony), founded

1766, attained in the 18th century, especially through the geologist

A. G. Werner, to great importance. The institution is attended both

by candidates for the higher governmental mining posts in Saxony,
and by those who desire to by employed in private undertakings, as

managers or as mining or foundry engineers. For admission as stu-

dent the leaving-certificate of a school with nine classes is required.

The subjects of instruction are substantially the same* as those in the

Prussian Mining Academies.
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Number of Teachers: 12 ordinary professors, 3 extraordinary

professors, 3 other teachers, 3 assistants.

Number of Students:

1893/4 . . . 168, of whom 65 foreigners

1902/3 ... 471, 275

Private Receipts:

1902 .' 58318 M.

Expenditure:

1902 131 728 M.

therefore State Allowance . . 73410

In the year 1869 the three Mining Academies together had about

144 students; in 1880 their number had risen to 394, in 1899 to 763.

2. Forestry Academies.

The German Empire has an extent of forest ground covering

14 million Hectares (about 34V2 million acres), of which 4717000 Hect

are government, and 2 258 000 Hect. communal, forests. For the

intelligent management of these forests, a considerable number

of higher officials is required, who receive their training, partly

at the Universities, partly in special Forestry Academies. The

condition of admission into the latter is, in Prussia, the possession of

a leaving-certificate of a Gymnasium, of a Realgymnasium, or of a

Higher Realschule. In Bavaria and Saxony, on the other hand, the

certificates of only the two former kinds of schools are recognised.

1. The Royal Forestry Academy in Eberswalde (Prussia),

founded 1830, to replace the Forestry Academy reorganised 1821 in

Berlin in connection with the University. According to the Prussian

regulations, the candidates for the higher Forestry service must first

pass through a one year's practical preparation, then attend a Forestry

Academy for at least two years, next pass a first examination, and

then, as Forestry ,,Referendar", follow for one year courses in law and

political economy at a German University. After two more years of

further practical preparation, the Forestry ,,Referendar" can present

himself for a second examination, and when successful, he has the

title of Forestry ,,Assessor", and can receive an appointment.
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The curriculum of the Forestry Academy embraces the following

subjects: anorganic and organic chemistry, knowledge of soils, miner-

alogy and geology, meteorology and climatology, botany, zoology,

piscatology, law, geodesy, arboriculture, forest preservation, utilisation

of forest products, forest management, forestry profit and loss, history

of forestry, forest administration and statistics, State management of

forests, forest-road construction, art of hunting.

The teaching staff of Eberswalde consists of 13 professors and

4 forestry ,,assessors" as assistants.

The number of students in the summer of 1903 amounted to 62,

including 31 foreigners (26 Russians).

The private receipts of the institution, according to the estimates,

amount to 12300 M., the expenditure to 125470 M., the State allow-

ance, therefore, to 113170 M. With the Academy is connected a

chief station for forestry experiments.

2. The Royal Forestry Academy in Miinden (Prussia) was

opened in 1868. Organisation and curriculum are the same as in the

Academy at Eberswalde. The teaching staff consists of four pro-

fessors of forestry (including the director) with one assistant, five

professors of natural science and mathematics, and three represent-

atives of other subjects.

The number of students, in the winter of 1903/4, amounted to

66, including 7 foreigners. To both academies only a limited number

of such students are admitted as expect to be employed in the

Forestry department of the Prussian Civil Service. Private receipts

(1902) 6985 M., expenditure 90630 M.

3. The Royal Forestry Academy in Tharandt (Saxony)

orginated in a private school of forestry founded in 181 1, and was raised

in 1816 to the rank of a State institution. The aspirants for the

higher posts in the Forestry department of the Saxon Civil Service

must, after a practical preparatory course of at least half a year,

attend a University for one year, and then pass through a course of

five semesters in the Forestry Academy. The curriculum is similar

to that in Prussia. Teaching staff, 7 ordinary professors, 2 extra-

ordinary professors, 2 other teachers, 3 assistants. Number of

students in the years 18941902 on an average 81. Private receipts

14500 M., expenditure 92250 M., State allowance, therefore,

77 750 M.

4. The Royal High School of Forestry in Aschaffenburg
(Bavaria). Original foundation 1807, raised to the rank of a govern-
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ment institution in 1819. According to the regulations existing at

present, the aspirants for the Forestry department of the Bavarian

Civil Service, having obtained the leaving- certificate of a Gymnasium
or of a Realgymnasium, must study for two years at the High
School of Aschaffenburg, and another two years in the faculty of po-

litical economy in the University of Munich. Teaching staff, 6 pro-
<%

fessors, 2 other teachers. Number of students, on an average 60

(only 20 aspirants for the Civil Service are received yearly). Yearly

expenditure 47000 M.

5. The Forestry Institution in Eisenach '(Saxe-Weimar) ;

founded in 1830 as a private establisment, government institution

since 1850. Teaching staff, one director, 3 chief masters, 3 other

teachers. Number of students, 45.

3. Agricultural High Schools.

The Agricultural High Schools serve the purpose chiefly of af-

fording a scientific training for the heads of large agricultural under-

takings, whether owners, tenants, or managers. In several of the

Universities (Breslau, Gottingen Halle, Konigsberg, Leipzig, Jena,

Giessen) there are Agricultural Institutes, the aims of which are the

same or those of the special High Schools. In the Technical

High School of Munich there is a special department for Agriculture.

For admission to the Agriculturul High Schools the qualification for a

one year's military service is required, that is to say, the passing

through six classes of a secondary school, and through a two years'

practical course. The curriculum extends, as a rule, over two years,

at the end of which the students can obtain their diplomas by passing

an examination. The course of instruction embraces, partly general

scientific subjects, such as physics, chemistry, botany, zoology, miner-

alogy and geology, political economy, partly specially agricultural

subjects, such as knowledge of management and valuation, of animal

and vegetable products, of machines and implements, agricultural

technology, knowledge of manures and feeding stuffs, etc. Special

courses are held for the training of land-surveyors and of practical

irrigators and drainers. Also the teachers in the higher agricultural

schools can pass through their studies in these High Schools.
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1. The Agricultural High School in Berlin, founded 1870,

contains a department for agriculture, one for geodesy, one for irri-

gation and draining and one for agricultural-technical processes

(distilling, brewing, sugar manufacturing, etc.).

Teaching staff: 18 Professors, 24 Assistant Masters and Privat-

docents.

Students in S. S. 1903: ... 461 Germans, 49 foreigners.

W. S. 1903/4: ... 614 97

Private Receipts in financial year 1902: . . . 107464 M.

Total Expenditure 1902: ... 397178

2. The Agricultural Academy Bonn-Poppelsdorf (Prussia),

founded 1847.

Teaching staff: 11 Professors, 13 Assistant Masters.

Students: average for S. S. 1903 and W. S. 1903/4 353 Germans,

18 foreigners.

The students are at the same time matriculated at the Uni-

versity. The majority of them are land-surveyors and practical irri-

gators and drainers.

Private Receipts in financial year 1902/3: . . . 69527 M.

Total Expenditure ... 279477

Besides the estate managed by the institution

earns 46485

and spends 50966

3. Wiirttemberg Agricultural Academy Hohenheim

(Wurttemberg), founded 1818.

Number of Teachers: 20, incl. 9 ord. Professors.

Number of Students: S. S. 1903 and W. S. 1903/4 62 Germans,

32 foreigners.

Private Receipts: 1903/4 75 470 M.

Total Expenditure: 256877

4. Academy of Agriculture and Brewing in Weihen-

stephan (Bavaria), founded as Agricultural Central School at

Schleissheim in 1804, removed to Weihenstephan in 1852. It contains

a department of agriculture and of practical brewing, besides a horti-

cultural and dairy school.

Number of Teachers: 16 Professors and 7 other Teachers.

Students: W. S. 1903/4 152.

Private Receipts 1902 and 1903, yearly: ... 65679 M.

Total Expenditure: 166676
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4. Veterinary High Schools.

The functions of the scientifically trained veterinary surgeons

have acquired a considerable extension in more recent times, as these

practitioners not only treat the diseases of domestic animals, but also

co-operate in carrying out important protective measures, especially

in the prevention of epidemics among animals, and in the hygienic

inspection of cattle and meat for the market. Hence the requirements

as to the preparatory training of the veterinary surgeons have been

continually raised. According to the latest regulations, applying to the

whole Empire, those who wish to acquire the qualification of veterinary

surgeon (and at the same time the right of calling themselves so),

must be in possession of a leaving-certificate from a secondary school

with nine classes (Gymnasium, Realgymnasium, or Higher Realschule),

and have studied, for at least seven semesters, at a Veterinary High
School. The preparatory lectures on natural science and general

medicine can also be heard in Universities. In the University of

Giessen, the medical faculty has a special veterinary division, which

has the character of a Veterinary High School. In those Universities

that possess agricultural institutes, a more popular instruction in vet-

erinary science is given to students of agriculture, but is insufficient

for professional veterinary surgeons.

1. The Veterinary High School in Berlin, founded 1790,

High School 1 887. Closely connected with it is the military Veterinary

Academy.

Number of Teachers: 10 Professors, 16 Assistant Teachers.

Students, end of 1902: 470 civil students (incl. 63

foreigners), and 145 military students.

Private Receipts, financial year 1903/4: . . . 158686 M.

Total Expenditure, ... 366300

2. The Veterinary High School in Hanover (Prussia), founded

1778, High School 1887.

Number of Teachers: 9 Professors, 17 Assistant Teachers and

other Assistants.

Number of Students, S. S. 1903: 296 Germans, 12 foreigners.

Private Receipts, financial year 1902/03: ... 90817 M.

Total Expenditure . . . 203494

3. The Veterinary High School in Munich (Bavaria),

founded 1790, High School 1890.
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Number of Teachers: 8 ordinary, 2 extraordinary, Professors,

6 other Teachers, 14 Assistants, and 2 Farriers.

Number of Students, S. S. 1902: 352, incl. 300 Bavarians, 48 other

Germans, 4 foreigners. W. S. 1902/3: 350, incl. 274 Bavarians, 72 other

Germans, 4 foreigners.

Private Receipts, 1902: 28666 M.

Total Expenditure, . 228568

4. The Veterinary High School in Dresden (Saxony),

founded 1780, High School 1889.

Number of Teachers: 15 Professors, 15 Assistants.

Students, W. S. 1902/3: 226, incl. 31 foreigners.

S. S. 1903: 216, 23

Private Receipts, 1902/3: 33800 M.

Total Expenditure, 169650

5. The Veterinary High School in Stuttgart (Wurttemberg),

founded 1821, High School 1890.

Number of Teachers: 6 ordinary, 5 extraordinary, Professors.

Students, S. S. 1903: 114 Germans, 4 foreigners.

W.S. 1903/4: 113 8

Total Expenditure 150000 M.

5. Commercial High Schools.

Higher Commercial Schools or Academies have existed for a

long time in several larger towns, but with a decidedly practical

tendency. In the Commercial High Schools, on the other hand,

especially the economical sciences are to be treated, as in the Uni-

versities, from a strictly scientific point of view. At the same time

they are to serve the purpose of training teachers for the higher

Commercial Schools.

1. The Municipal Commercial High School in Cologne

(Prussia), founded 1900, after the banker G. v. Mevissen had set apart

a considerable sum for this purpose.

Number of Teachers: 10 Professors and other Teachers in the

chief department, 1 Privatdocent, 3 Lecturers, besides 6 Professors

from Bonn or from Heidelberg, and further, 29 other Lecturers.

Number of Matriculated Students, W. S. 1902/03: 198, incl.

17 foreigners. (Total of all under tuition 1537).
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Number of Matriculated Students, .

S. S. 1903: 221, incl. 20 for-

eigners. (Total of all under tuition 917).

Private Receipts, 1903: 127450 M. Total Expenditure, 1903

166800 M.

2. The Academy of Social and Commercial Science in

Frankfort on the Main (Prussia), founded 1901, as a municipal In-

stitution but with a considerable private contribution.

The course of instruction is a more comprehensive one than in

other similar institutions.

Number of Teachers: 11, besides 12 to 19 incidentally employed.

Number of Students, W. S. 1902/03: 546, incl. 41 foreigners

(temporary and occasional hearers are included).

Number of Students, S. S. 1903: 415, incl. 31 foreigners (tempo-

rary and occasional hearers are included).

Private Receipts (incl. endowments), 157000 M. Total Expenditure,

164280 M.

3. The Commercial High School in Leipzig (Saxony),

founded 1898 as the first institution of this kind. Teachers from the

Commercial School, established in 1831, and from the University are

employed.

Number of Students, S. S. 1903: 78 Germans, 80 foreigners.

Number of Students, W. S. 1903/4: 77 Germans, 91 foreigners.

Private Receipts: 45 203 M.; contributed by the State 25000 M.

by the town of Leipzig 10000 M. Total of Expenditure: 70203 M.

6. High Schools of Art.

The Royal Academy of Art in Berlin, founded 1696, re-

organised 1790. Private Receipts, 1902: 48479 M., inch the fund of

the Art Exhibition Guilds.

Total Expenditure, 1902: 136873 M.

It embraces the following Institutions for the Fine Arts.

1. The Royal Academical High School for the Fine Arts

in Berlin-Charlottenburg.

Number of Teachers: 27.

Number of Students, W. S. 1902/03: 254.

11
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Number of Students, S. S. 1903: 230.

Private Receipts, 1902: 21 190 M.

Total Expenditure, 1902: 242439 M.

2. Royal Academical Master Studios for the Fine Arts

in Berlin- Charlottenburg.
Number of Teachers: 7.

Number of Students, W. S. 1902/03: 30. S. S. 1903: 27.

Private Receipts: 3180 M.

Total Expenditure: 48720 M.

To the Royal Academy belong besides the Berlin-Charlottenburg

institutions for Music mentioned below.

In Prussia exist, moreover, Academies of Art in Dlisseldorf,

Cassel, and Konigsberg. Outside Prussia are others in Munich,

Dresden, and Stuttgart. Further may also be mentioned the Grand

Ducal Academy of the Fine Arts in Karlsruhe (Baden), and the

Grand Ducal School of Art in Weimar.

As Institutions for Music are to be considered

1. The Royal Academical High School of Music in Berlin-

Char lottenbur g.

Teaching Staff: 41 male, 8 female, Teachers.

Attendance, W. S. 1902/03: 151 male, 126 female, Students; S. S.

1903: 142 male, 126 female, Students.

Private Receipts, 1902: 52470 M.

Total Expenditure: 248522 M.

2. The Royal Academical Master Schools of Musical

Composition in B erlin-Charlottenburg.

Attendance, W. S. 1902/03: 24 Students.

S. S. 1903: 21 Students.

Private Receipts: 240 M.

Total Expenditure: 11855 M.

3. Royal Academical Institute of Church Music in

Berlin -Charlottenburg.

Teaching Staff: 6 Teachers.

Attendance, S. S. 1902: 20 Students, 4 Hearers; W. S. 1902/03:

20 Students, 2 Hearers.

Private Receipts, 1902: 900 M.

Total Expenditure, 1902: 19839 M.

Unconnected with the Berlin Royal Academy are the following

institutions:
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4. Royal Academy of Music in Munich.

Teaching Staff: 40 male and female Teachers.

Attendance, 1902/03: 317 male and female Students.

Estimates, in round numbers, 130000 M. incl. 55000 M. of State

allowance.

5. Royal School of Music in Wiirzburg.

Teaching Staff: 19 (7 Professors, 12 other Teachers).

Attendance, 1902/03: 218 students (male and female) of music,

27 women admitted to chorus singing, 676 hearers.

Private Receipts: 13000 M.

Total Expenditure: 68700 M.

6. Royal Conservatory of Music and Acting in Dresden.

Teaching Staff: . . 73 male and 43 female Teachers,

Attendance, 1902/3: 539 838 Students.

7. Royal Conservatory of Music in Leipzig.

Teaching Staff: . . 42 male Teachers, 1 female Teacher.

Attendance 1902: . 401 447 female, Students.

Total Receipts: 201 000 M.

Total Expenditure: 187700

8. Royal Conservatory of Music in Stuttgart.

Teaching Staff: 32 male and 6 female Teachers.

Attendance 1092/3: 79 male students, 110 female students as pro-

fessional musicians, 328 as dilettanti.

Estimates: 92000 M.

9. Grand Ducal Conservatory of Music in Karlsruhe

(Baden).

Teaching Staff: 28 male and 17 female Teachers.

Attendance 1902/3: 472 Students, 117 temporary pupils, 27

children.

Estimates: 62800 M.

10. Grand Ducal School of Music in Weimar.

Teaching Staff: 25 male Teachers and 1 female Teacher.

Attendance, 1902/3: 87 male, 93 female, Students.

Besides these there are various educational institutions for music

supported by towns or by private societies.

11
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7. High Schools of the German Army and Navy
Administration.

1. The Royal Military Academy in Berlin, for the further

training of officers who have served in their ranks for at least three

years, and who, presumably, will not be promoted to the rank of

captain in the next five years. Admission is obtained by passing an

entrance examination, but the total number of those received may
not exceed 400. The course extends over three years, and in addition

to the military-technical sciences properly so called, embraces more

particularly, military history, mathematics, and foreign languages. The

Academy in attended by officers of all the Federal States, with the

exception of Bavaria. The yearly expenditure amounts to 335102 M.

2. The Royal School of Artillery and Engineering. All

the officers of the foot-artillery and of the 'pioneers, after having
served for at least one year and nine months with the train, have to

pass through a one years' course at this school. A part of the foot-

artillerists are there picked out for a second upper course of one

year. Under certain conditions, 30 officers of the field-artillery can

take part in the lower, and 20 in the upper course. The total number

of officers ordered to this school, in the year 1903/4, amounted to

135; besides 4 foreigners were admitted. The expenditure amounted

to 198658 M.

3. The Royal Military-technical Academy inBerlin-Char-

lottenburg was opened only in 1903. It contains a department for

engineering, one for means of communication (railways, military

telegraphy, aerial navigation), and one for knowledge of weapons,

replaced, in the third year, by a department of ordnance construction

and of the science of projectiles. About 50 officers are ordered

every year to this school. According to the estimates of 1 903/4, the ex-

penditure amounted to 103000 M.

4. The Imperial Naval Academy in Kiel (Prussia), founded

1872, serves the purpose of enabling naval officers, by extended scien-

tific training, to qualify themselves specially for the higher ranks in

the navy. The course extends to two years, the yearly expenditure
for 1903/4 amounted to 183055 M.

5. The Bavarian Military Academy and the Bavarian
School of Artillery and Engineering in Munich, serve the same

purposes as the corresponding Prussian institutions.
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Number of Students in the Special High Schools, 18691899.

Year Mining



VIII. MIDDLE AND LOWER PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOLS.

1. Technical Schools.

In the Technical High Schools admission to immatriculation is

regularly made conditional on the possession of the leaving-certificate

of a secondary School with nine classes. In this manner they are

marked off from the intermediate Technical institutions, which require

only the qualification for a one year's military service, that is to say,

the pupil must have passed through six classes of a secondary
school. Many of these institutions accept a still smaller amount of

preparatory general schooling, but all of them insist on the pupils

having gone through some practical training in their trades. The

lower professional schools for artisans, foremen, etc. demand only the

previous teaching of the elementary school.

1. The institutions that approach most nearly to the Technical

High Schools are those that contain several departments, with a

course extending to more than two years. This type of school is not

represented in Prussia. Among those in Saxony may specially be

mentioned the government Industrial Academy at Chemnitz, with de-

partments of mechanical and chemical technology, of architecture,

and of electro-technology. The conditions of entrance are the

possession of the qualification for a one year's military service, and

(with the exception of the chemical-technical department) a previous
one or two years' practical course. The curriculum in the electro-

technical department is one of eight, in the others of seven,

semesters. The fees for subjects of the kingdom of Saxony amount

to 80 M., for other Germans to 150 M., for foreigners to 250 M. per
semester. The number of pupils in the winter of 1902/03 was 381.

In Saxony there are also a few institutions which, according
to their syllabus, likewise afford training for independent engineers,

but in shorter courses of five or six semesters. Such are the
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municipal ,,Technikum" (technical school) in Limbach, with depart-

ments of mechanical engineering, electro-technology, and architecture,

and with 140 pupils; the ,,Technikum" in Mittweida, with 1840

pupils in 1902/03; that of Hainichen, with 230 pupils in 1902/03; the

School of Engineering in Zwickau, with 209 scholars; the three last

mentioned are private institutions, and with them are also connected

professional courses of a less advanced kind.

Similar municipal or private institutions, which call themselves

,,Technikum
u

, many with only a two years' course, are found also in

several other Federal States, to the number of thirteen altogether. To

these must be added the government ,,Technikum" in Bremen, con-

sisting of a higher school of mechanical engineering, of one of ship-

building, of a School of marine mechanical engineering, and of a

building-trade school; that is to say a combination of higher and lower

courses. Next, the government ,,Technikum" in Hamburg, con-

taining a higher school of mechanical engineering, one of marine

mechanical engineering, one of shipbuilding, and one of electro-

technology.

Further are to be mentioned among the establishments with

several departments, the municipal higher Technical Institute in

Cothen, for mechanical engineering, electro-technology, and technical

chemistry; and the government Technical School in Strassburg,
with a higher school of technical engineering and a building-trade

school. Private institutions of this kind are also found in Baden, at

Mannheim, with a subsidy from the town, and in Hesse, at

Friedberg.
In Bavaria the ,,Industrial Schools" in Munich, Niirnberg,

Augsburg, and Kaiserslautern, form a special type of higher technical

educational institutions. They form a continuation to the Realschulen

with six classes, and during the first two years of the course, they

impart instruction in which the general subjects predominate, after

the manner of the Prussian Higher Realschulen, whereas for the

technical subjects properly so called, they afford only a preparation.

At the close of the second year a final examination is held, by

passing which the pupil is entitled to enter the Technical High
School. Those who do not proceed to the High School can take the

third year's course, with its mechanical-technical, chemical-technical,

architectural, and, in Munich also, its commercial department. The

schools are government institutions. The number of pupils in 1902,03

was 712, the total expenditure amounted to 431 000 M.
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2. In Prussia the schools for the various technical branches

are generally kept separate, although occasionally the schools

existing in the same town are under one management. As inter-

mediate institutions, in the sense here intended, must be considered

the ,,higher" Schools of Mechanical Engineering. They are

devoted to the training of foremen and of technical constructors in

the machine industry and other allied ones, and also to affording

future proprietors and managers of such industrial establishments an

opportunity of acquiring the necessary technical knowledge. For ad-

mission into the lowest class of a higher School of Mechanical En-

gineering a preparatory knowledge is demanded, which, besides the

necessary previous practical training, is equivalent to that required

for the one year's military service.

The time-table for the four half-yearly classes, with the number

of weekly hours for the single subjects is the following.
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Iii addition to the ,,higher" schools of mechanical engineering,

and partly connected with them, there are also ordinary Schools of

Mechanical Engineering. They serve the purpose of providing

the necessary professional knowledge, especially practice in drawing,

for future lower-class technical officials of the machinery industry,

such as foremen, machinists, and managers of smaller works, and also

for the proprietors of such works. The course generally lasts two

years, in Cologne only a year and a half. There are also in-

stitutions wTith a course of two semesters, which supply extended in-

struction for workers in the machinery industry.

The Schools for the Metallurgy, with a course of four

semesters, in Duisburg (formerly in Bochum) and GleiwT

itz, are joined

to schools of mechanical engineering, and provide training for the

lower officials connected with the metal industry.

To the lowest class of the two kinds of schools just mentioned,

and to that of the institutions with a course of two semesters, only

those are admitted who can prove that they have passed through a

good elementary school and through at least a four years' practice in

a workshop or in the metal industry. Besides attendance at a con-

tinuation school, previous to entrance into the institution, is desirable.

Similar conditions are required for admission to the Evening
Schools and Sunday Schools for engine builders, locksmiths,

blacksmiths, and workers in the metal industry.

In the higher and lower schools of mechanical engineering
final examinations are held by a committee of examination, formed in

each institution under the presidency of a government commissioner.

Special professional schools for the brass, iron and steel hard-

ware industry are found in Iserlohn, Remscheid, Siegen and Schmal-

kalden. In addition to the theoretical, they also impart practical, in-

struction in workshops for their pupils. The yearly fees in these

professional schools amount to 60 M.; non-Prussian Germans pay 160 M.,

foreigners 300 M. The table on page 170 gives further particulars

as to these schools and those of mechanical engineering.

Outside Prussia, and in addition to the above mentioned in-

stitutions with lower divisions, there are four schools of mechanical

engineering in Bavaria (among them a higher one in Wiirzburg), one

in Saxony (in Chemnitz, under the Industrial Academy), and one each

in Oldenburg and Brunswick.

3. Building-trade Schools. The object of these schools is

1. the training of masons, carpenters, and other artisans connected
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with building, by giving them an opportunity of acquiring the theoretical

knowledge and the skill necessary for successfully and independently

carrying on their trade; 2. the educating of assistants in the office

and in practical building (draughtsmen, overseers, superintendents of

offices and building operations); 3. the preparation for intermediate

technical official work (such as that of clerk to a board of works,
technical government and railway secretaries, etc.).

According to the regulations in Prussia, admission to the School

is obtained by the pupil showing that he has received a good
elementary education, that he has completed his sixteenth year, and

that he has been practically employed, for at least two summers, in

building and in workshops. For those who are as yet insufficiently

prepared there are introductory classes. Several Building-trade Schools,

in addition to the department of achitecture, have another for the

construction of underground works, roads, waterworks, bridges, rail-

ways, etc.

Pupils must attend the school for four half-years, which need

not be taken in immediate succession, but may be interrupted by

practical work in summer. This explains the great difference be-

tween the summer and the winter attendance in the single schools.

In the two lower half-yearly classes the pupils in the two de-

partments are taught together, in the two higher classes the in-

struction is separate. At the conclusion of the course a final exami-

nation takes place. Further particulars as to these schools are

supplied in the table on page 172.

In Bavaria there are 8 Building-trade Schools, in Saxony 5 supported

by the government, and 7 by towns or other bodies, in Wurttemberg
there is one, in the other States there are, partly in connection with

other schools, 17 public and 7 private institutions of this kind.

4. For pottery and tile making there are in Prussia 3, in

Bavaria 2, in the other Federal States 2 professional schools, besides

one such for glass instruments.

By ,,Handwerkerschulen" (Artisan or Trade Schools) are

meant those schools in which, for various handicrafts, full day teaching
is given, although the course may be one of only a year or half a year.

Such schools are often called ,,Gewerbeschulen" ^industrial schools")

or ,,Kunstgewerbeschulen" (,,industrial schools of art"), and as drawing
is the chief subject of instruction in these, they can frequently not

be easily distinguished from the higher Industrial Schools of Art.
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In the majority of the schools the teaching is conducted in

divisions, into which the pupils can be placed according to their

preparatory schooling or abilities. Thus these schools can, to the

fullest extent, be adapted to local requirements.

Besides, to some of these schools have been joined special

departments with a definite curriculum and for definite purposes, as

well as with special conditions of admissions, e. g. in Hanover a special

school for copper-smiths, in Essen one for polishers. In Berlin the

artisan school embraces courses for mechanicians (1 year), for electro-

technologists (1 year), for joiners (1 year), for painters (4 winter

months), for modellers (6 winter months), for braziers, for ornamental

metal-workers and similar craftsmen (6 winter months).

Further information concering the schools in Prussia, mentioned

in the preceding section, is given in the table on page 173.

In the other States the number of Artisan Schools and Industrial

Schools of Art amounts to 36.

5. The professional schools for the Textile Industry are

very numerous. In general they are arranged in such a manner that

they may adapt themselves to the particular industry that is carried

on in the locality of the school. Moreover a distinction is made

between those schools that mostly serve for the training of foremen,
and others in which manufacturers and higher-class employees are

educated; the former are called in Prussia, ,,Professional Schools for

the Textile Industry", the latter ,,Higher Professional Schools for the

Textile Industry". Besides there are also weaving schools (Webe-

lehranstalten) and educational weaving workshops (Webereilehr-

werkstatten).

Statistics of the Prussian Schools for the Textile Industry are

given in the table on page 175.

As higher Industrial Schools of Art may also be considered:

1 . the Royal School of Art in Berlin. It contains a department of

industrial art and the decorative arts, with day teaching for fully

employed pupils, and with evening classes; and a seminary division

for male and female teachers of drawing; 2. the educational institution

of the Royal Museum of Industrial Art in Berlin, also with day and

evening classes. The art school serves as a preparation fo'r the latter

establishment; 3, the Royal School of Art and Industrial Art in

Breslau.
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In Bavaria there are 3 schools of this kind, in Saxony (including

those for network and braidwork) 56, in Wiirttemberg (including 2

weaving schools and one school for embroidery) 7, in the other States

altogether 5.

6. In the next place there are numerous professional schools

for special industries and crafts, part of them provided with work-

shops. For example, schools for woodworking (about 30), for basket-

making and straw-plaiting, for lock-work, for watch-making, for printing,

for carving in ivory, for toy-making, photography, violin-making, for

the miller's trade, for distilling, tanning, etc. Here may also be

mentioned the farriers' schools, of which there are more than 60, as

in all the Federal States examinations are prescribed for those

who wish to become farriers 011 their own account.

7. Closely connected with the large industries are the Mining-

schools, which are intended for the training of intermediate tech-

nical mining officials. In Prussia there are 10 such schools with a two

years' course in the lower classes, and a one years' course in the

highest class. The practical work is continued, as a rule, during the

courses, by the pupils. At the end oi the school course examinations

take place. The teaching is usually gratis, and if occasion requires,

the pupils receive assistance from the mining-school funds. As in-

troductory to these schools, there are in Prussia 43 preparatory mining-

schools, in which also the lower kind of mining officials can be

trained.

8. The Schools of Navigation afford sailors an opportunity of

acquiring the theoretical knowledge requisite for mates and master ma-

riners of ocean going vessels, and of preparing for the corresponding
examinations. The curriculum in the division for mates lasts 8 to 10,

in that for master mariners 5 to 6, months.

For admission to the classes for mates, an examination has to

be passed at which a knowledge has to be shown of the subjects of

the primary school, also an elementary knowledge of mathematics

and of mathematical geography, besides a knowledge of political

and nautical geography, in so far as it is required of a ship's

officer.

Into the classes for master mariner only those are received as

candidates for this qualification, who have either been admitted as

mates in Germany, or who have passed the mate's examination; as

candidates for the qualification of mate, only those who have already

passed, entirely or for the greater part, through a course for mates in
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a German public school of navigation. Exceptions may be allowed

by the Minister of Commerce.

The instruction embraces, a) in the class for mates: 1. mathe-

matics (arithmetic, plane geometry, stereometry, plane and spherical

trigonometry), 2. nautical science, 3. seamanship, 4. drawing of charts

and astronomical maps, 5. English language, and 6. nautical hygiene;

b) in the class for master mariners: 1. revisal of the subjects

under a) 1, 2, and 3, to the extent required for captains of ocean going

ships, 2. knowledge of costs of freights and of bills of exchange, 3.

the essentials of marine engines and boilers, 4. what the master ma-

riner has an interest in knowing of maritime and mercantile law, and

of the laws relating to bills of exchange, 5. knowledge of a captain's

professional conduct during the whole time of a voyage, in ordinary

and extraordinary circumstances, especially in the case of sea damage,

6. English language, 7. nautical hygiene.

The Preparatory Schools ofNavigation form an introduction

to the class for mates in the higher schools, and to the examination

of skippers on short voyages.

In Prussia there are 12 schools of navigation, with which, at the

same time, preparatory schools are connected, and 7 independent pre-

paratory schools. The former had, in 1902/3, a total of 129%.the latter

of 436, pupils. The State expenditure amounted in 1903, for the

schools of navigation, to 199823 M., for the preparatory schools, to

19603 M. In the other Federal States there are 5 schools of navi-

gation. In Prussia there are schools for ocean steamer engineers in

Flensburg, Stettin, and Geestemunde. They prepare for the exami-

nations prescribed by Imperial law for such engineers.

For Inland navigation there are in Prussia 37, in the other

Federal States 15, schools for masters.

9. Schools of Cookery and Domestic Economy are support-

ed in large numbers by municipalities and private societies, Fpr girls

also there are in Prussia three Governement Schools of Commerce an^

Industry, namely for such as have completed their compulsory schooling;,

and wish to be educated for an industrial or mercantile calling, or

as technical teachers. The courses deal with machine sewing, dress-

making, making of underlinen, millinery, art needlework, pattern-

drawing, typewriting, stenography, domestic economy, cookery, com-

mercial subjects, etc.

10. The industrial Extension Courses are characterised by the

fact that they do not occupy the whole day, but are held for 6 to 8

12
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weekly hours in the evening and on Sundays. By Imperial legislation

the municipalities can make this instruction obligatory for all industrial

apprentices and young artisans up to the age of 18, and this has been

done in many localities. In some Federal States, but not in Prussia,

these compulsory extension courses have been generally introduced

by State legislation. The chief subjects of instruction are German,

arithmetic, and drawing, the latter in so far as it may be useful in

the particular industry. In the larger towns, moreover, mathematics,

physics, chemistry, French, English, and other subjects are taught.

In Prussia the number of these schools amounted, in the year 1903,

to 1169, with 176738 pupils. In 997 of them, with 137678 pupils, the

attendance was compulsory.

These courses are also often attended voluntarily by adult ar-

tisans. In most recent times also special State aided extension courses

for independent craftsmen, so-called ,,master-courses" (Meisterkurse),

have been established in Prussia.

2. Mercantile Education.

1. Only during the last years Commercial High Schools

have been founded, namely in Leipzig, Cologne, Frankfort on the

Main, and, in connection with the Technical High School, in Aachen,

to which a new one is about to be added in Berlin. But already for

a considerable time public higher commercial schools, sometimes

also called commercial academies, existed in several of the

large towns. In the stricter sense of the term only those

can now be considered as ,,higher" commercial schools, which

either demand, for admission to them, the certificate of qualification

for a one year's military service, or have themselves the right to grant

such a certificate. Of these schools there are six in Prussia, in

addition to some private institutions. In Bavaria belongs to these

the commercial department of the ,,Industrial" School in Munich.

Besides, Bavaria possesses two higher commercial schools for male,

and two for female, pupils, while commercial departments are connected

with 22 Realschulen. In Saxony are found higher schools of this

kind in Leipzig and Dresden; in Wurttemberg, in Stuttgart; in Baden,

in Mannheim. Also several private institutions have a programme

corresponding to the higher requirements.

Very numerous are the simple commercial schools, for which

only a good primary education is requisite. They have been estab-
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lished by municipalities, chambers of commerce, or other societies;

many of them also are private institutions.

2. The commercial continuation schools correspond to the in-

dustrial ones, and are attended chiefly by commercial apprentices in

their spare time. In Prussia their number amounted, in the year

1903, to 253, with 25927 pupils. In 157 of them, with 12923 pupils,

the attendance was compulsory.

3. Agricultural Professional Education.

1. The intermediate agricultural education is represented in

Prussia by the Agricultural Schools. They have the character of

Realschulen; their three classes correspond to the lower tertia, the

upper tertia, and the lower secunda. Frequently also a preparatory
school with three classes is connected with them."" To the subjects of

a Realschule is added as a special subject rural economy, to which

from four to six weekly hours are devoted, while natural science

occupies a comparatively important position, from eight to ten weekly
hours. This produces, on the other hand, the necessity of restricting

the teaching in other subjects, namely, in German and foreign lan-

guages, history, geography, and mathematics.

Among the ordinary teachers there is at least one who has

passed the State examination for teachers of agriculture in agricultural

schools, and who is consequently in possession of the leaving certifi-

cate of a Gymnasium, Realgymnasium, or higher Realschule. As objects

of the special teaching apparatus of agricultural institutions, besides

the collections of various kinds, are to be mentioned experimental
fields, fruit and vegetable gardens. Moreover excursions are

made to neighbouring estates, to agricultural exhibitions, etc.

As the end of 1903, the number of agricultural schools in Prussia

was 16.
I

2. The Farming Schools are intended for the directly practical

training of agriculturists. The pupils, of the age of 15 to 20, are

mostly sons of farm owners or tenants. They are established, partly

by individual practical agriculturists, partly by agricultural societies,

partly by^ endowments. All, however, are under State control,

and nearly all of them receive subsidies from the State or from public

corporations. They are situated in the country, in connection with a

smaller or a middle-sized estate. The head of the estate, whether

owner, tenant, or manager, is at the same time director of the in-

12*
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stitution. The pupils are full boarders. In return for this and for

the teaching they have to pay boarding and school fees. Many
of the farming schools admit pupils without, or with half, payment.

The instruction is both practical and theoretical, prefer-

ably the former in summer, the latter in winter. The practical

teaching extends to all kinds of agricultural labour, which every pupil

must learn to perform by continued personal application.

The theoretical teaching is given in the elementary sub-

jects, in rural economy, in natural science, a subject of special

importance to agriculture, in horticulture and fruit-growing,
in veterinary science, frequently also in select sections of national

economy and agricultural law. The complete course lasts two

years. Admittance is conditional on previous elementary education,

and knowledge of simple agricultural practice.

In Prussia there are at present 21 farming schools.

3. The Agricultural Winter Schools, like the farming schools,

are intended for young farmers of the age of 15 to 20, but the teaching
is a purely theoretical one. The complete course in them lasts two

winters; in summer the pupils work on their fathers' or on other

estates, and thus earn their own living. With respect to the subjects

and to the manner of teaching, the winter schools are likewise very
similar to the farming schools. The number of daily hours of teaching
is naturally a larger one, as there is no practical occupation. Hence,
in two winters the same amount of theoretical work can be overtaken

as in two years in the farming schools.

The winter schools are found mostly in a small, town. The

pupils live with the citizens, with whom they are also boarded at

moderate rates. The school fees for one winter are on an average
20 to 30 M.; in a few institutions they are also a little higher or a

little lower.

The winter school is conducted by a director who has passed

the final examination of an agricultural High School or the State

examination. Frequently he is assisted by a second teacher of agri-

culture. In such a case the winter school is usually divided into two

separate classes, one of which forms the 1st, the other the 2nd

year's course.

The number of winter schools in Prussia amounted, in the

year 1903, to 128.

In summer, when no teaching takes place, the directors and

teachers of the winter schools are occupied as visiting lecturers.
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4. In addition to these general agricultural schools, there are

others for special branches of agriculture and kindred subjects. Such

are the schools for meadow cultivation, horticulture and fruit-

growing, dairy-farming, domestic economy, and those for bee-

masters and for farriers. They are partly independent institutions,

partly connected with another agricultural school. The schools for

Statistical Summary of the Agricultural Schools inPrussia, 1902.

Subsidies

Institutions

(and their number) Pupils
from

the

State

from

Provincial,

District,

Communal
Funds, from

Societies, from

Endowments,
etc.

44
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horticulture and fruit-growing, and for domestic economy
are the most numerous and are attended by the largest number

of pupils.

For the training of lower-class forestry officials there are in

Prussia two special schools.

Statistics on the subject of the agricultural schools in Prussia

are contained in the table on page 181.

5. The agricultural continuation schools are chiefly intended for

strengthening and extending the elementary education of the

rural population, but in some of them also technical agricultural in-

struction is given. The teaching is conducted principally in winter,

during some evenings of each week, and on Sunday afternoons. In

Prussia there were, in the year 1902, 1421 rural continuation schools

with 20666 pupils, causing an expenditure of 182236 M.

6. Some information on the general agricultural schools in the

other Federal States is supplied in the following table.
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